
Sl.no QUESTION A B C D Answer

1 The owner of these books have gone were gone has gone are going c

2 Neither her nor you _____ to go has is  have was c

3 Who was an opium addict? Wilde Hardy Coleridge Marlowe c

4 The Indirect speech of He said to me, What time the offices close? Is

He wanted to know 

what time the offices 

close

He asked me what 

time did the offices 

closed

He asked me what 

time the offices 

closed

He asked me what 

time the offices did 

close c

5 A Chicken hearted fellow Sober Intelligent Timid Bold c

6 To face music Enjoyment In trouble South health To be ill b

7 "An address to the working class" was drafted by Karl Peters Bebeuf Karl Marx Stalin c

8 Imperialism means

capture of colonies 

through war

subjugation/dominati

on economic control wars b

9 Good : Bad : : Virtue : ? Blame Sin Despair Vice d

10 Melt : Ligquid : : Freeze : ? Ice Condense Solid Crystal c

11 Fear : Threat : : Anger : ? Compulision Panic Provocation Force c

12 Ornithology : Bird : : Anthropology : ? Plant Animal Mankind Environment c

13 Pigeon : Peace : : White Flag : ? Friendship Win Surrender War c

14 Shield : Soldier Law : Court Stehoscope : Doctor Helmet : Rider Book : Author c

15 Hope : Aspire Love : Elevate Film : Flam Fib : Lie Fake : Ordinary c

16 Deplete : Enervate Strengthen : Weak Invigorate : Tired Tighten : Loosen Exhaust : Enfeeble d

17

Abduction' is related to 'Kidnapping', in the same way as 'Larceny' is related 

to ….. Sin Crim Blackmail Theft d

18

Highbrow' is related to 'Cultivated', in the same way as 'Suave' is related 

to…… Broad-minded Urbane Elegant Stylish b

19 Play : Actor : : Concert : ? Symphony Musician Piano Percussion b

20 Book : Paper : : Bread : ? Flour Biscuit Cake Butter a

21 Food : Hungry Thought : Politics Water : River Rest : Weary Wine : Intoxication c

22 Right : Wrong : : Pleasure : ? Happy Joy Wonderful Displeasure d

23 Stammering : Speech : : Deafness : ? Ear Hearing Noise Commotion b

24 Interrupt : Speak : : ? Shout : Yell Intrude : Enter Interfere : Clash Telephone : Telegraph b

25 Sculptor : Statue : : Tailor : ? Machine Design Clothes Sucissors c

26 Leg : Knee : : Arm : ? Hand Wrist Elbow Sleeve c

27

Sarabhai thought ………….going to England …….  higher studies. The 

appropriate prepositions to be filled in the blanks are: of, to      Of, For for, of    with, for. b

28  Which is nearest in meaning to the word Prohibit Forbid Approve Stop  Intercept a

29 Which is nearest in meaning to the word Sterile Barren Arid Childless  Dry a
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30

Select the word or phrase which is closest to the opposite in meaning of 

Veneration Militant Disdain Reputable  Original b

31

Select the word or phrase which is closest to the opposite in meaning of 

Fascinate Repel Enchanting Depress Satisfy a

32

The workers demanded more pay and shorter working hours. The 

appropriate phrasal verb for the underlined word is put forward   brought up asked for        called for c

33

The teacher distributed the books. The appropriate phrasal verb for the 

underlined word is gave off           gave out gave away        gave up c

34

 Identify appropriate word for following sentence                               Extreme 

old age when a man behaves like a fool
Imbecility Senility

Dotage
Superannuation

c

35

Identify appropriate word for following sentence, The absence of law and 

order
Rebellion Anarchy Mutiny Revolt

b

36

Identify appropriate word for following sentence,  A place where bees are 

kept in called
An apiary A mole A hive A sanctuary

a

37

Identify appropriate word for following sentence, One who does not care 

for literature or art 
Primitive Illiterate Philistine Barbarian

c

38

Identify appropriate word for following sentence                                

Policeman riding on motorcycles as guards to VIP
Outriders Servants Commandos Attendants

a

39

Choose the proper sequence Since the beginning of history                     P: 

have managed to catch

Q: the Eskimos and Red Indians

R: by a very difficulty method

S: a few specimens of this aquatic animal 


QRPS SQPR SQRP QPSR

d

40

Choose the proper sequence                                                                        It is 

easy to excuse

P: but it is hard

Q: in a boy of fourteen

R: the mischief of early childhood

S: to tolerate even unavoidable faults

RPQS QRSP QRPS RPSQ

d

41

Choose the proper sequence                                                                  

Education is

P: of the proper sense of responsibilities

Q: he first need

R: in a citizen

S: for the development

SQPR QSRP QSPR PQRS

c

42 India and America entered _____ a nuclear agreement into         in with  by   a
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43 You are liable _____ the damage of the properties with to about for d

44 You are liable _____ pay the income tax for to with in a

45 His father was blind _____ his misconduct. in       to with at b

46 He left for Culcuta _____train this morning in by on at b

47 The opposite word for 'Unalloyed' is Disastrous Impure Diamayed Circumspect b

48 The opposite word for 'Negligence' is Overlooking Carelessness Carefulness Attention c

49 The opposite word for 'Tide' is Ebb United Untide Fall a

50 The opposite word for 'Phillanthropist' is Misanthropist Misogynist Misanthrope Humanist c

51 The opposite word for 'Strictness' is Hardness Leniency Toughness Ease b

52 The opposite word for 'Analysis' is Synthesis Substitution Replacement Emphasis a

53 The opposite word for 'Retreat' is Capture Recede Advance Entice c

54 The opposite word for 'Monogamy' is Bigamy Matrimony Polygamy Polyandry c

55 When the Principal entered the class, a student………. on the blackboard. Wrote  was writing   writes   is writing  b

56

The word Sophist originally meant "wise man" and it was _________ to a 

relatively small group of persons who devoted their time and ______ to the 

pursuit of truth.

original ......wealth inspired........perspirationapplied......energies bestowed.....kinetics

c

57 After the criminal was arrested, he was brought into court for the judge to ________hime for trial.arrange accuse set arraign d

58

Directions: In what order would you find the following words in the 

dictionary?

1. Please

2. Pleasure

3. Pleasant

4. Plead 2 1 3 4 1 3 2 4 4 3 1 2 4 1 2 3 c

59

In question arrange the following words as per order in the dictionary.

a) Ream      b) Riot        c) Ruin         d) Route a b d c a c d b a d c b a b c d a

60

Which of the following words will come third of arranged according to the 

English Dictionary? Elect Electric Elector Election c

61

Which of the following word will come in the middle when they are 

arranged alphabetically as per in a dictionary?

1. Tennis

2. Tendon

3. Tender

4. Tempest

5. Terminal Tennis Tender Terminal Tendor b

62

If the following words are arranged in reverse dictionary order, which word 

comes second? Admire Adore Admit Admission c
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63

Arrange these letters of each group to make a meaningful word and then 

find the odd one out. GHIET VEENS VIDEID ORFU c

64

If you arrange the letters given below properly, it will give a meaningful 

word. Find out that word.

TAOBIROPSN Absorption Probation Saboprate Tabporsion a

65

From the given alternatives, find the word which can be formed from the 

letters used in the given word.

ARISTOCRATIC CREATION ARTISTIC SECRET ARREST b

66

From the given alternatives select the word which can be formed using the 

letters given in the word (Letters cannot be repeated)

PRONUNCIATION PUNCTUATION NATURAL PRONOUNCED RATION d

67

How many Pairs of letters are there in the word “DECODING” which have as 

many letters between them in the word as in the alphabet? One Three Two None of these d

68

How many pairs of letters are there in the word “UNIVERSITY” that has as 

many letters between them in the word as in the alphabet? One Three Two Four d

69

How many such pairs of letters are there in the word BAROMETER each of 

which has as many letters between them in the word as in the English 

alphabet? One Three Two

three or more than 

three d

70

The positions of how many alphabets will remain unchanged if each of the 

alphabets in the word WALKINGS is arranged in the alphabetical order from 

left to right? One Three Two Four c

71

How many meaningful English words can be made by using letters E, T, S, 

M, I? 2 3 4 5 or more d

72

How many meaningful words (Not ending with R) can be made with the 

alphabets R, A, T, S, E each being used only once in each word? One Three Two More than three d

73

How many meaningful English words can be made with the letters ELRU 

using each letter only once in each word? One Three Two Four c

74

Select the correct tense.

Kiran had been working in a bank for some years. Simple past

Past perfect 

continuous Past continuous None of the above b

75

Select the correct tense:

I had seen him earlier. Past continuous Past perfect

Past perfect 

continuous Future perfect b

76

Select the correct tense:

She had played carom. Simple present Past perfect Present perfect Future perfect b

77

Select the correct plural form for the given word:

Country Countrys Countryes Countries Countrees c
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78

Select the correct plural form for the given word:

Mouse Mice Mouses Mices Mouese a

79 Select the correct plural form for the given word: brush Brushes Brushs Brushies Brush a

80 Select the correct plural form for the given word: child Childs Childrens Children Child c

81

Choose the best word/phrase to replace the underlined part in accordance 

with grammatical usage, wherever necessary.

In his middle age even he preferred working hard to amuse himself. Even in his middle age In his middle age too In his middle age even Also in his middle age a

82 Select the correct plural form for the given word: radius Radiuses Radii Radiis Radia b

83

Select the correct plural form for the given word:

Thief Thiefs Thief Thieves Thievs c

84

Select the correct plural form for the given word:

Roof Roofs Roof Roofes Roovs b

85 Select the correct plural form for the given word: maximum Maximums Maximum Maxima Maximas c

86 Select the correct plural form for the given word: series Series Serieses Seria Serii a

87

Pick out the most effective words from the given words to fill in the blank 

to make the sentence meaningfully complete.

You ______ when I ________  the television yesterday at eight p.m.

were telephoning, 

watched

was telephoning, was 

watching

had telephoned, was 

watched

telephoned, was 

watching d

88

Pick out the most effective words from the given words to fill in the blank 

to make the sentence meaningfully complete.

He _________ in New York _________ he left the university. is living, since has been living, for has been living, since lives, for c

89

Pick out the most effective words from the given words to fill in the blank 

to make the sentence meaningfully complete.

I _________ here __________ twenty years next month. working, since

will have been 

working, since will be working, since

will have been 

working, for d

90

Pick out the most effective words from the given words to fill in the blank 

to make the sentence meaningfully complete.

I ______ with my sister _______ I find an apartment. am living, until have been living, since had lived, since had been living, since a

91

Pick out the most effective words from the given words to fill in the blank 

to make the sentence meaningfully complete.

The Jurassic __________ the geological history _______for approximately 

62 billion years. period since, lasts period over, last period in, lasted period for, lasting c

92

Select the one which expresses the same sentence in the passive voice.

Rachna was cooking dinner for the guests.

Dinner was cooked by 

Rachna for the guests.

Dinner had been 

cooked by Rachna for 

the guests.

Dinner was being 

cooked by Rachna for 

the guests.

For the guests dinner 

was being cooked by 

Rachna. c

93

Select the one which expresses the same sentence in the passive voice.

The young man made a disturbance at the meeting.

A disturbance was 

made by the young 

man at the meeting.

The disturbance was 

made by a young 

man at the meeting.

At the meeting a 

disturbance was 

made by a young 

man.

A disturbance had 

been made by a 

young man at the 

meeting. a
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94

Select the one which expresses the same sentence in the passive voice.

I will clear the physical exam.

The physical exam 

will be cleared by me.

The physical exam 

was cleared by me.

The physical exam 

would be cleared by 

me.

The physical exam is 

cleared by me. a

95

Select the one which expresses the same sentence in the passive voice.

John has been trying to get a new job for two years.

Getting a new job is 

being tried by John 

for two years.

Getting a new job is 

tried by John for two 

years.

For two years getting 

a new job has been 

tried by John. None of these d

96

Select the correct plural form for the given word:

Match Match Matchies Matches Matchs c

97 Select the correct plural form for the given word: Nanny Nanny Nannis Nannies Nannys c

98 Select the correct plural form for the given word: Crisis Crisis Crisi Crisises Crises d

99

Select the correct tense.

The boys were severely punished by the principal. Simple past Past continuous

Past perfect 

continuous Past perfect. a

100

Select the correct tense.

The documents had been destroyed in the floods. Simple past Past continuous

Past perfect 

continuous Past perfect d

101

Select the correct tense.

He had been waiting for the cab. Simple past Past continuous

Past perfect 

continuous Past perfect c

102

Select the correct tense.

She was sleeping then. Simple past Past continuous

Past perfect 

continuous Past perfect b

103

Select the correct tense.

Radha will be joining us. Simple past Past continuous

Past perfect 

continuous Future continuous d

104

In the question given below, the sentence has been given in Direct/Indirect 

speech. Out of the four alternatives suggested, select the one that best 

expresses the same sentence in Indirect/Direct speech.

Eva: ‘I had never seen him.’ 

Eva claimed to have 

never seen him.

Eva told us that she 

never saw him.

Eva claimed that she 

had never seen him.

Eva told us that she 

have never seen him. c

105

A sentence has been given in Direct speech. Out of the four given 

alternatives, select the one which best expresses the same sentence in 

Indirect speech.

He reminded me, ‘I will come on Sunday.’

He reminded to tell 

me that he was 

coming on Sunday.

He reminded me that 

he would come on 

Sunday.

He reminded to say 

that he will be 

coming on Sunday.

He told me that he 

might come on 

Sunday. b

106

In the following question, a sentence has been given in Active (or passive) 

voice.  Out of the four alternatives suggested select the one which best 

express the same sentence in Passive (or Active) Voice.

Mona was writing a letter to her father.

A letter was written 

to her father by 

Mona.

A letter has been 

written to her father 

by Mona.

A letter was being 

written by Mona to 

her father.

A letter was written 

by Mona to her 

father. c
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107

Fill in the blank with the correct form of tense:

Every Monday, Sally ________ her kids to the football practice. Is driving Has been driving Drives Has driven c

108

Fill in the blank with the correct form of tense:

Justin _________ a book about his adventures in Tibet. I hope he can find a 

good publisher when he is finished. Has written Is writing Writes Wrote b

109

Fill in the blank with the correct form of tense:

While I _________ to him, his phone rang. Was talking Is talking Had talked Were talking a

110

Fill in the blank with the correct form of tense:

He ______ a fortune by writing various kinds of books. Did making Would made Is making Will made c

111

Choose the word or phrase which best completes the sentence.

 I did not like his comments on my book but I said nothing as I 

………………………. to keep quiet. Had agreed agreed was agreeing would agree a

112

Choose the word or phrase which best completes the sentence. 

Hold the rifle firmly against your shoulder,  ………………………………..
and then you should 

take careful aim

and then you have to 

take careful aim

and then you will 

have to take careful 

aim

and then take careful 

aim
d

113

Choose the word or phrase which best completes the sentence.

The mice ran into their holes when ________________.

They hear the cat 

arrive.

They heard the cat 

arrive.

They were hearing 

the cat arrive

They hears the cat 

arrive. b

114

Choose the word or phrase which best completes the sentence.

Pneumonia is a disease  __________ eliminated now. Who has been Who had been Which has been Which had been c

115

Choose the word or phrase which best completes the sentence.

In his book, the author recalls the time ____________ his vocation. While he discovers When he discovers

When he was 

discovering When he discovered d

116

Select the correct tense.

He is playing football in the field. Simple past Past continuous

Past perfect 

continuous Present Continuous d

117

Select the correct tense.

He will have been working for four hours.

Past Perfect 

Continuous

Present Perfect 

Continuous Future Perfect

Future Perfect 

Continuous d

118

Select the correct tense.

He was working at 10 pm last night. Simple past Past continuous

Past perfect 

continuous Present Continuous b

119

Select the correct tense.

I sang at the party yesterday. Simple past Past continuous

Past perfect 

continuous Present Continuous a

120

Select the correct tense.

The teacher will be going on a leave from  tomorrow. Simple past Future Continuous Simple Future Present Continuous b

121

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

The moment she landed into the house, she realized something terrible 

__________ because the house smelled of burnt wood. will happen has happen would happen had happened d
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122

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

His parents were shocked to hear from the Principal that these incidents 

____________ since two months. have been going on will be gone are going has been going on a

123

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

They ____________ for the bus when the car driver lost his control on the 

narrow road and rammed the car into them. will be waiting were waiting have been waiting had waiting b

124

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

You ___________ your report by this time next week. have finished has finished will have finished would have finished c

125

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

I know this area as well as any local because I ____________ here for past 

30 years. will be living will have been living had live have been living d

126

Fill in the blank with the suitable article:

______ Ramayana is one of the many religious texts of the Hindus. a an the no c

127

Fill in the blank with the suitable article:

____ sugar is bad for your health. Some a an No article d

128

Fill in the blank with the suitable article:

India is one of __ most culturally diverse countries in the world. a an the no c

129

Fill in the blank with the suitable article:

The government is planning to open ___ university in the city. Some a an no b

130

Choose the one which best expresses the given sentence in Passive/Active 

voice.

They greet me cheerfully every morning.

Every morning I was 

greeted cheerfully

I am greeted 

cheerfully by them 

every morning.

I am being greeted 

cheerfully by them 

every morning.

Cheerful greeting is 

done by them every 

morning to me. b

131

Select the correct verb 

Besides his parents, he ______also present at the function. were was Has has been b

132

Identify the correct preposition.

The thunder was accompanied ______a heavy rain. from by up the b

133

Fill in the blank with correct article.

_____ thing of beauty is a joy forever. Some a an the b
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134

Fill in the blank with suitable conjunction

He will never pass, ______ hard he may try. However Whatever Never Whenever a

135

Form an adjective from the given word 

Gold The Gold Golder Golden Goldest c

136

Identify the indirect speech: 

The teacher said to me, "Be regular and learn your lesson daily."

The teacher:

told me that to be 

regular and learn my 

lesson daily

said to me regular 

and learn my lesson 

daily

advised me to be 

regular and learn my 

lesson daily

requested me to be 

regular and learn 

lesson daily c

137

Choose the best word/phrase to replace the underlined part in accordance 

with grammatical usage, wherever necessary.

Of the three branches of the armed service, the Air Force has been the 

more favored in recent years. has been the more have been the most have been the more has been the most d

138

In the question given below, the sentence has been given in Direct/Indirect 

speech. Out of the four alternatives suggested, select the one that best 

expresses the same sentence in Indirect/Direct speech.

He said,” My master is writing letters.”

He said that his 

master is writing 

letters

He said that his 

master was writing 

letters.

He said that my 

master was writing 

letters.

He said that his 

master is writing 

letters. b

139

A sentence has been given in Direct speech. Out of the four given 

alternatives, select the one which best expresses the same sentence in 

Indirect speech.

He said to him, “Please wait here till I return.”

He told him to wait 

there till he returned.

He asked him to wait 

there till he returned.

He asked him wait 

here till he returned.

He requested him to 

wait there till he 

returned. d

140

In the question given below, the sentence has been given in Direct/Indirect 

speech. Out of the four alternatives suggested, select the one that best 

expresses the same sentence in Indirect/Direct speech.

Our teacher said, “The sun is a star.”

Our teacher said that 

the sun is a star.

Our teacher said that 

the sun was a star.

Our teacher said that 

the sun will be a star.

Our teacher said that 

the sun should be a 

star. a

141

A sentence has been given in Direct speech. Out of the four given 

alternatives, select the one which best expresses the same sentence in 

Indirect speech.

Sunil said to Aakash, “I will go to the seminar tomorrow.”

Sunil told Aakash that 

he will be gone to the 

seminar tomorrow.

Sunil told Aakash that 

he would go the 

seminar tomorrow.

Sunil told Aakash that 

he would go to the 

seminar the next day.

Sunil told Aakash that 

he should go to the 

seminar tomorrow. c

142

In the question given below, the sentence has been given in Direct/Indirect 

speech. Out of the four alternatives suggested, select the one that best 

expresses the same sentence in Indirect/Direct speech.

He asked me what I was doing.

He said to me, “What 

was I doing?”

He said to me, “What 

am I doing?”

He said to me, “What 

are you doing?”

He said to me, “What 

is he doing?” c

143

Fill in the blanks with the appropriate choice.

Latin America has for long been a forgotten wasteland ………… Indian 

foreign policy.

to the politics 

controllers

to the politics 

controllers by

to the political 

controllers by

to the politics 

controllers in d
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144

Fill in the blanks with the appropriate choice.

…………ahead of the herd.

Intelligence investors 

make their move

 Intelligence investors 

make its move

Intelligent investors 

make their moves

Intelligent investors 

make their move c

145

Fill in the blank with the suitable gerund:

Bernard prefers ______ the toast with a knife. to buttered of butter buttering buttered c

146

Fill in the blank with the suitable gerund:

Any foreign travel these days requires ______ your health checked. to get of getting get getting d

147

Fill in the blank with the suitable gerund:

_________ the dishwasher with  too many utensils in is bound to create a 

disaster. jamming jam to jam jammed a

148

Fill in the blank with the suitable gerund:

__________ is prohibited here. To smoke Am smoking Smoke Smoking d

149

Fill in the blank with the suitable gerund:

I could not help _______ the picture. Admire To admire Admiring To admiring c

150

Fill in the blank with the suitable gerund:

Stop ________ nonsense. Making Talking In talking In making b

151

Fill in the blank with the suitable gerund:

My cousin’s most annoying habit is __________endlessly at food fests. hogged hogging to hogged hog b

152

Fill in the blank with the suitable gerund:

_________ice cream on a hot, sunny day is very welcoming. eat on eating ate eating d

153

Which of the phrases given below the sentence should replace the phrase 

printed in bold type to make the sentence grammatically correct?

The moment the manager came to know fraudulent action of his assistant, 

he order immediately dismissed him.

Immediately ordered 

his dismissed

Ordered his 

immediate dismissal

Immediately order 

dismissal of his

Ordered for 

immediately 

dismissal of him b

154

Pick out the most effective word from the given words to fill in the blank to 

make the sentence meaningfully complete

At one point, it looked as if an area of agreement would ...... specially over 

the issue of productivity linked wages. Develop Come out Emerge Grow c

155

Fill in the blanks:

Legends say that he _________ from the ashes. Rised Risen Rose Was rose c

156

Fill in the blanks:

Take my advice and ___________ everyday . Had breakfast Have breakfast Will have breakfast Have had breakfast b
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157

Which of phrases given below the sentence should replace the phrase 

printed in bold type to make the grammatically correct? If the sentence is 

correct as it is, mark 'E' as the answer.

He never has and ever will take such strong measures.

had taken nor will 

ever take

had taken and will 

ever take

has and never will 

take had and ever will take a

158

Which of phrases given below the sentence should replace the phrase 

printed in bold type to make the grammatically correct? If the sentence is 

correct as it is, mark 'E' as the answer.

Technology must use to feed the forces of change. must be used to feed

must have been using 

to feed must use having fed must be using to feed a

159

Fill in the blanks:

When he ________ the next morning, Fred was hanging Christmas 

decorations. Was working Was worked Had been working Came to work d

160

In the question below the sentences have been given in Active/Passive 

voice. From the given alternatives, choose the one which best expresses 

the given sentence in Passive/Active voice.

‘Who is creating this mess?’

Who has been 

created this mess?

By whom has this 

mess been created?

By whom this mess is 

being created?

By whom is this mess 

being created? d

161

A sentence has been given in Direct speech. Out of the four given 

alternatives, select the one which best expresses the same sentence in 

Indirect speech.

She told her, “I know where the dog is”

She told her that she 

knew where the dog 

is.

She told her that she 

knows where the dog 

was.

She told her that she 

knew where the dog 

was.

She told that she 

knew where the dog 

is. c

162

Choose the correct article.

The boy at the river was not eating _________ food. a nothing any the c

163

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

I am feeling ...... better today. rather too fairly very c

164

Fill the blanks with appropriate words:

___ my father __ my mother are from Mumbai. Both, and Either, or Both, with Even, and a

165

A sentence has been given in Direct speech. Out of the four given 

alternatives, select the one which best expresses the same sentence in 

Indirect speech.

She said to her friend, "I know where is everyone"

She told that she 

knew where was 

everyone.

She told her friend 

that she knew where 

everyone was.

She told her friend 

that she knew where 

is everyone.

She told her friend 

that she knows 

where was everyone. b

166

Fill the blanks:

“You can have ____ the chicken dish _____ the fish dish for dinner tonight.” as, as whether, or either, or whether, nor c

167

Fill the blanks:

___my aunt ___ my uncle live in India. Either, nor Both, and Whether, or Neither, or b

168

Fill in the blanks:

The young boy was not wearing ___________ clothes. a any nothing all b
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169

Pick out the most effective phrase from the given words to fill in the blank 

to make the sentence meaningfully complete.

Do you know ......?

Where she comes 

from

Where does she 

come from

Where from she 

comes

From where does she 

come a

170

Fill in the blank with the suitable article:

I met ___ old man in the train. some a an the c

171

Fill in the blank with the suitable gerund:

Jack enjoys ________ more than playing basketball. To swim Swimming Having swimmed To swimming b

172 Select the correct plural form for the given word: Aircraft Aircrafts Aircrafti Aircraft Aircraftes c

173

Select the one which expresses the same sentence in the passive voice.

Raghav has taken the civil services exam this year.

The civil services 

exam has been taken 

by Raghav this year. 

The civil services 

exam was taken by 

Raghav this year.

The civil services 

exam was being 

taken by Raghav this 

year.

This year the civil 

services exam has 

been taken by 

Raghav. a

174

Fill in the blank with the suitable gerund:

I like ________ for a walk. Going To go In going On going a

175

Pick out the most effective word(s) from the given words to fill in the blank 

to make the sentence meaningfully complete.

The grapes are now ...... enough to be picked. ready mature ripe advanced c

176

Fill in the blank with a suitable homophone:

The film was ……… due to its controversial content. Banned Band Waned Veined a

177

Fill in the blank with a suitable homophone:

Father Costello assured me that he’ll perform the ………….. today. Write Right Rite Writ c

178

Fill in the blank with a suitable homophone:

They went for a ...... Sow Sew Show Shove c

179 Give the synonym for the word ‘querulous’. Quarrelsome Contented Sensitive Petulant d

180 Give the synonym for the word ‘stoic’ Orthodox Inaudible Impassive Interesting c

181 Give the synonym for the word ‘infallible’ Irritable Fashionable Successful Reliable d

182

Fill in the blank with a suitable homophone:

It’s hard to believe what Anushka did, she always ………… so nice. Seemed Seamed Shamed Schemed a

183

Pick out the most effective word from the given words  to fill in the blank to 

make the sentence meaningfully complete.

It is not easy to beat …………….. a swarm of wasps if they attack you. up down off back d

184 What is the opposite of the word CRUDE? Sophisticated Antagonized Asymmetric Boorish a

185 What is the opposite of MELLIFLUOUS? Superficial Cacophony Truncated None of the above b

186 What is the opposite of APOTHEOSIS? Optimal Regulated Nadir None of the above c

187 What is the opposite of APOSTLE? Apostate Appropriate Corrupted Evasive a

188

Choose the word which is the exact OPPOSITE of the given words.

EXODUS Influx Home-coming Return Restoration a
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Fill in the blank with the most suitable word from the given options

Man who has committed such an _______ crime must get the most severe 

punishment. injurious uncharitable unworthy abominable d

190

In each sentence below one word has been printed in bold. Below the 

sentence, five words are suggested, one of which can replace the word 

printed in bold, without changing the meaning of the sentence. Find out 

the appropriate word in each case. 

She came in utter disrepute due to her vindictive act. revengeful ungrateful unpardonable uneventful a

191

Identify the antonym of the given word.

Embellish Sacrifice Disfigure Forfeit Indict b

192

Give one word substitute.

A well experienced person. Wise man Intelligent Old man Veteran d

193

Identify the correct choice

He has purchased a bag of ____________ floor flour flower flaur b

194

Identify the synonym of the given word

Zest flop distaste pleasure enthusiasm d

195

Fill in the blank with suitable word.

Barking dogs ____ bite. regularly seldom frequently don’t b

196

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually. 

Focus on solving the refugee problems and drawing plans for ………… 

development was less evident. short-range sustainable needless merit b

197

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

The groups were feared but at the same time ……. by the locals. revered detested rebelled loathed a

198

Choose an appropriate phrase from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

…………………; the logo and the product were repeatedly flashed with jingle 

that dinned the name into our heads.

There was a time 

when visual 

advertising styles 

were blatantly direct

It was this kind of 

advertising that 

paved the way

There was no escape 

from the 

bombardment

Similar products are 

clubbed together by a 

brand inspired 

generic name a

199

Pick out the most effective word from the given words to fill in the blank to 

make the sentence meaningfully complete.

His interest in the study of human behavior is indeed very .............. strong large broad deep d
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Pick out the most effective word from the given words to fill in the blank to 

make the sentence meaningfully complete.

He wants me to look _______ his garden during his absence. at over after into c

201

Four words are given below. Choose the pair of words that most nearly 

mean the SAME or OPPOSITE of each other.

(A) MALIGN                

(B) DIRTY                

(C) BLUNT                

(D) SLANDER A-D A-B A-C C-D a

202

Four words are given below. Choose the pair of words that most nearly 

mean the SAME or OPPOSITE of each other.

 A) AGGRAVATED               

 B) TALKATIVE            

(C) SLEAZY                 

(D) TACITURN A-D A-B C-D B-D d

203

Four words are given below. Choose the pair of words that most nearly 

mean the SAME or OPPOSITE of each other. 

(A) INTREPID               

(B) SECONDARY               

(C) VICARIOUS             

(D) DISMAL A-D B-C C-D B-D b

204

Choose an appropriate phrase from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

Hakeem said the Muslims had been overlooked in …………….

earlier peace bids 

which ended in 

disaster

earliest peace bids 

which ended in 

disaster

early peace bids 

which ended in 

disaster

earlier peace birds 

which end in disaster a

205

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

The speaker was so …… and elaborate that the audience started getting 

fidgety. terse prolix curt brief b

206

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

The Asian Games concluded with a colorful ………….., in which, in addition to 

the athletes and players, a number of artists also participated. ovation tablet pageant finale c
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Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

She ….. her talents at the National School of dramatics. fine-tuned stupefied abraded downgraded a

208

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

This sort of an aggressive attitude would only serve to ……… the supporters 

you already have. encourage exhort alienate cooperate c

209

Pick out the most effective word(s) from the given words to fill in the blank 

to make the sentence meaningfully complete.

 Catching the earlier train will give us the _______ to do some shopping. chance luck possibility occasion a

210

Pick out the most effective word(s) from the given words to fill in the blank 

to make the sentence meaningfully complete.

Many of the advances of civilization have been conceived by young people 

just on the ____ of adulthood boundary threshold peak horizon b

211

Pick out the most effective word(s) from the given words to fill in the blank 

to make the sentence meaningfully complete.

 If I take a state roadways bus, I'll get late...? isn't it won't I will I is it b

212

Pick out the most effective word(s) from the given words to fill in the blank 

to make the sentence meaningfully complete.

The paths of glory lead ...... to the grave. straight but in directly b

213

Pick out the most effective word(s) from the given words to fill in the blank 

to make the sentence meaningfully complete.

Wheat ...... carbohydrates, vitamins, proteins, and dietary fiber in our daily 

diet. has gives yields provides d

214

Pick out the most effective word(s) from the given words to fill in the blank 

to make the sentence meaningfully complete.

 ....... all intents and purposes, the manager is the master of the firm. in upon with to d

215

Pick out the most effective word(s) from the given words to fill in the blank 

to make the sentence meaningfully complete.

He ......  wearing the old fashioned coat in spite of his wife's disapproval. insists persists desists resists b
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Pick out the most effective word(s) from the given words to fill in the blank 

to make the sentence meaningfully complete.

We shall not to be able to use your ability in court unless we can find 

someone to ...... to statements. corroborate avouch verify approve a

217 What is the opposite word of Exodus? Influx Home-coming Return Restoration a

218 What is the opposite word of Relinquish? Abdicate Renounce Possess Deny b

219 What is the opposite word of Quiescent? Active Dormant Weak Unconcerned a

220 What is the opposite word of Restive? Patient Rigorous Deceptive Active a

221 What is the opposite word of Fraudulent? Candid Direct Forthright Genuine d

222

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

Blessed are those who get paid to work in the field they _________. avoid like dread hate b

223

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

As soon as their fraud was exposed, the invigilator________their identity 

cards. handed managed confiscated forged c

224

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

Until the law is __________ the people in the society have to follow the 

norms of colonial rule. examined granted accessed passed d

225 Can I go to the party _________? To Too Two No b

226

Fill in the blank with a suitable homophone:

This is my favourite ______ of jeans. Pear Pair Pare Purse b

227

Fill in the blank with a suitable homophone:

I ______ a letter to my aunt in Vietnam. Sent Scent Cent send a

228

Fill in the blank with a suitable homophone:

__________ be here in a few minutes. He’ll Heal Heel Hell a

229

Fill in the blank with a suitable homophone:

Do you think it is going to ________ this afternoon? Reign Rein Rain Main c
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In the question below four words are given denoted by (A), (B), (C) & (D). 

Two of these words may be either synonyms or antonyms. Find out the 

correct pair in each question. 

(A) Vilification

(B) Nullification

(C) Denigration

(D) Falsification A-B B-C A-C B-D c

231

Choose the correct antonym from the given five alternatives.

PROFANE Pious Kitten Energy Wild a

232

Choose the correct antonym from the given four alternatives.

AUDACITY Quivering Patricide Bravado Cowardice d

233

In the following the questions choose the word which best expresses the 

meaning of the given word.

VACILLATE Amplify Stimulate Cheat Waver d

234

Choose the correct synonym from the given four alternatives.

DIALECTIC Argumentation Instructive Constructive Destructive a

235

Some proverbs/idioms are given below together with their meanings. 

Choose the correct meaning of proverb/idiom.

Extreme rudeness and lack of ability to understand that your behavior is 

not acceptable to other people. Arrogance Effrontery Empathetic Strange b

236

Some proverbs/idioms are given below together with their meanings. 

Choose the correct meaning of proverb/idiom.

Speaking a lot, with confidence and enthusiasm. Talkative Chatty Voluble Loquacious c

237

Some proverbs/idioms are given below together with their meanings. 

Choose the correct meaning of proverb/idiom.

The exact opposite. Different Divergent Antithesis Diffident c

238

Pick out the most effective word from the given words to fill in the blank to 

make the sentence meaningfully complete.

I have a profound respect for his political ............... personality ambition temperament sagacity d

239

Pick out the most effective word from the given words to fill in the blank to 

make the sentence meaningfully complete.

The truck was ............. the traffic and the policemen asked the driver to 

move off. failing obstructing obviating hiding b

240

Pick out the most effective word from the given words to fill in the blank to 

make the sentence meaningfully complete.

The paternalistic attitude is so ingrained in the managements that they 

have to ............. try to change it. casually inadvertently conscientiously subtly c
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Pick out the most effective word from the given words to fill in the blank to 

make the sentence meaningfully complete.

For a few seconds, Madan was ....... blinded by the powerful lights of the 

oncoming car. heavily powerfully largely totally d

242

Pick out the most effective word from the given words to fill in the blank to 

make the sentence meaningfully complete.

Sachin was to reach that afternoon but was ...... up at Delhi for some 

personal work. delayed kept held stayed c

243

Pick out the most effective word from the given words to fill in the blank to 

make the sentence is meaningfully complete.

He ..... his shoes till they shone brushed wiped scrubbed polished d

244

Pick out the most effective word from the given words to fill in the blank to 

make the sentence meaningfully complete.

Let us take him upon his word. I see no room for any ....... in the matter. deviation duplicity difference cynicism b

245

Complete the sentence with appropriate word(s).

Grandmother was considered the _____ of the family. If she raised one 

eyebrow like a scepter, her _____ also known as family would rush to do 

her bidding. glue … subordinates queen … peons worker … bosses matriarch … subjects d

246

Choose the word or set of words that makes the most sense when inserted 

into the sentence and that best fits the meaning of the sentence as a whole.

Many researchers believe that dreamless sleep is largely a period of 

physical rest, whereas dreaming sleep is a period of mental ________ 

during which the mind ________ and stores the information acquired 

during the day.

relaxation . . . 

Remembers restoration . . . Sorts idleness . . . Recollects fatigue . . . Integrates b

247

Moreover, a fact finding mission ...... by BSN to India in January this year 

strongly recommended that the French group should do it alone, and not 

hand over ...... to an Indian Partner. organized, papers constituted, authority sponsored, power dispatched, control d

248

Complete the sentence with appropriate word(s).

Now, the management graduate can expect to have a prosperous life on a 

...... income without having to depend on finding a place in family business 

having to tend the paternal estates. professional regular meaningful dependable b

249

In the following questions choose the word which is the exact OPPOSITE of 

the given words.

LOQUACIOUS Reticent Talkative Garrulous Verbose b
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In the following questions choose the word which is the exact OPPOSITE of 

the given words.

IMPASSE Resurgence Breakthrough Continuation Combination b

251

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

The police have ............ a complaint against four persons. entered lodged registered received c

252

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

The improvement made by changes in the system was ............ and did not 

warrant the large expenses. large small marginal minute c

253

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

He is too .......... to be deceived easily strong modern kind intelligent d

254

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

 The Manager gave her his ..... that the complaint would be investigated. assurance suggestion avowal support a

255

Write down the antonym.

Hapless Consistent Shaped Cheerful Fortunate d

256

Write down the antonym.

Niggardly Generous Stingy Thrifty Frugal a

257

Choose the word which best expresses the meaning of the given word.

LAUD Lord Eulogy Praise Extolled c

258

The question below contains one or two blanks. These blanks signify that a 

word or set of words has been left out. Below each sentence are five words 

or sets of words. For each blank, pick the word or set of words that best 

reflects the sentence’s overall meaning.

The _____ professor made the students stand on their desks for the rest of 

the class when they answered a question _____. conventional … wrong

enthusiastic … 

truthfully

eccentric … 

incorrectly avuncular … fleetingly c

259

Fill in the blanks:

In large cities people are cut _____ from nature. away off down By  b
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Physically we are now all neighbors, but psychologically, we are ...... to each 

other. primitives complimentary strangers cowards c

261

Four words are given below. Choose the pair of words that most nearly 

mean the SAME or OPPOSITE of each other.

A) PLACATE

B) VACATE

C) BADGER

D) PROVOKE A-D A-B B-C C-D a

262

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

The recent happenings of crimes by youngsters against senior citizens 

reflect a very ___________ psychology of our youths. emotional exuberant uplifting disturbing d

263

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

The immigration rules have become so __________ that the passport 

examination happens at multiple levels and only then is the passenger 

allowed to enter the US. stringent lousy lenient obstinate a

264

In the question below four words are given denoted by (A), (B), (C) & (D). 

Two of these words may be either synonyms or antonyms. Find out the 

correct pair in each question. 

(A) Vilification

(B) Nullification

(C) Denigration

(D) Falsification A-D A-C B-C C-D b

265

In the question below four words are given denoted by (A), (B), (C) & (D). 

Two of these words may be either synonyms or antonyms. Find out the 

correct pair in each question. 

(A) Ecstasy

(B) Depression

(C) Intoxication

(D) Compression A-B A-C B-C C-D a

266

Fill in the blank with a suitable homophone:

A strong wave swept away the newly built ………. Pair Pear Peer Pier d
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In question given below, out of four alternatives, choose the one which can 

be substituted for the given word/sentence.

Words inscribed on tomb. Epitome Epilogue Epitaph Inscriptions c

268

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

The man who is .............. hesitating which of the two things he will do first, 

will do neither. persistently constantly insistently consistently b

269

Pick out the most effective word from the given words to fill in the blank to 

make the sentence meaningfully complete.

Your friend died …………… overwork. of from due to with b

270

Four words are given below. Choose the pair of words that most nearly 

mean the SAME or OPPOSITE of each other. 

A) CONGENITAL

B) PRIVATE

C) INNATE

D) GULLIBLE A-D A-C B-C C-D b

271

Find meaning of the word.

GABBLE: To bring to together Add a proof Talk rapidly Jump and skip about c

272

 In the question below four words are given denoted by (A), (B), (C) & (D). 

Two of these words may be either synonyms or antonyms. Find out the 

correct pair in each question. 

(A) Exorbitant

(B) Expeditious

(C) Quick

(D) Quest A-D A-C B-C C-B d

273

In the question below four words are given denoted by (A), (B), (C) & (D). 

Two of these words may be either synonyms or antonyms. Find out the 

correct pair in each question.

(A) Tranquillity

(B) Loyalty

(C) Calamity

(D) Uproar A-D A-C B-C C-B a

L

Fill in the blank with a suitable homophone:

Mr. Daniel is the......... of the College. Principle Principal Princely Principality b

275 Give the synonym for the word ‘consternation’ Dismay Energetic Courage Praise a
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Fill in the blank with a suitable homophone:

He is the sole ……. of his father’s great wealth. Err Air Hare Heir d

277

The question below contains four scattered segments of a sentence. 

Indicate the sequence which correctly assembles the segments and 

completes the sentence.

a. written about for months later

b. I find nothing further

c. of any theatrical interest

d. until I come to the following a-c-d-b b-c-d-a  c-d-a-b d-a-c-b b

278

The question below contains four scatters segments of a sentence. Indicate 

the sequence which correctly assembles the segments and completes the 

sentence.

a. better appointed than the others

b. washstand made of marble

c. one of the rooms was

d. being able to boast of a c-a-d-b a-c-b-d d-a-b-c b-c-d-a a

279

The question below contains four scatters segments of a sentence. Indicate 

the sequence which correctly assembles the segments and completes the 

sentence.

a. confiscated by the authority if

b. his passport would be

c. required documents in time

d. he cannot provide the c-b-a-d b-a-d-c d-c-b-a None of these b

280

The question below contains four scattered segments of a sentence. 

Indicate the sequence which correctly assembles the segments and 

completes the sentence. 

a. so a new windstorm is coming

b. i can see a big cloud of dust

c. from the north now

d. caused by a windstorm in the distance c d a b b d a c a c d b d a c b b

281

The question below contains four scattered segments of a sentence. 

Indicate the sequence which correctly assembles the segments and 

completes the sentence. 

a. when they play in their bedroom

b. the children in that house yell loudly

c. therefore the children must be playing in their bedroom

d. and I can hear children yelling in that house c b d a a c b d a b c d b a d c d
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The question below contains four scattered segments of a sentence. 

Indicate the sequence which correctly assembles the segments and 

completes the sentence.

a. Sally has more than 130 credits

b. to get a Bachelor's degree at Utah State University

c. therefore, Sally has a bachelor's degree.

d. a student must have 120 credits and a b c d d c b a c a b d b d a c d

283

The question below comprises four scattered segments of a paragraph. 

Identify from among the four choices the sequences that correctly 

assemble the segments and complete the paragraph.

A. It is less concerned with telling a tale

B. As with so much Huxley's later fiction, one is not sure whether or not to 

call this book a true novel.

C. It is also weak on characterization but strong on talk

D. Than with presenting an attitude of life CBDA BADC ABDC DCBA b

284

The question below comprises four scattered segments of a paragraph. 

Identify from among the four choices the sequences that correctly 

assemble the segments and complete the paragraph.

A. While the above is true for private sector companies, it is not so in the 

public limited companies.

B. But with the removal of control over premia, the premia at which issues 

are marked has gone up quite sharply.

C. So the cost of capital at even a lower debt equity ratio comes out lower.

D. Traditionally, the cost of equity is higher than the cost of debt. DBCA BADC ACDB CDAB a

285

The question below comprises four scattered segments of a paragraph. 

Identify from among the four choices the sequences that correctly 

assemble the segments and complete the paragraph.

 A. Such alliances are shaky from the start.

B. In this manner parties which are not able to get a mandate from the 

electorate are able to come to power.

C. We have seen the unique spectacle of political parties forming alliances 

just to form a government.

D. Indian democracy continues to amaze. ADBC BADC DCBA BDCA c
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The question below comprises four scattered segments of a paragraph. 

Identify from among the four choices the sequences that correctly 

assemble the segments and complete the paragraph.

A. They are the three facets of dysphoria - bad feeling.

B. Anxiety, Depression and Anger.

C. When the three combine and get out of control, we get what is called a 

mental illness.

D. All of us experience three emotions almost daily. ACDB CADB DBAC DABC c

287

The question below comprises four scattered segments of a paragraph. 

Identify from among the four choices the sequences that correctly 

assemble the segments and complete the paragraph.

A. This is the key to tap the creative power inside us.

B. It is difficult to control our thinking and feelings.

C. That is, unless we work at it consciously and persistently.

D. We are influenced and limited by attitudes, prejudices by other 

individuals and by external conditions to such an extent that few can 

control mental and emotional processes. ACDB BDCA CADB DBAC b

288

The question below comprises four scattered segments of a paragraph. 

Identify from among the four choices the sequences that correctly 

assemble the segments and complete the paragraph.

A. Two vital facts must be understood.

B. The subconscious mind has the power to create.

C. The second is that it obeys the orders given to it by the conscious mind.

D. Its function is to bring to full expression to whatever is desired by the 

conscious mind. ABCD ADBC DBAC ABDC d
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The question below comprises four scattered segments of a paragraph. 

Identify from among the four choices the sequences that correctly 

assemble the segments and complete the paragraph.

A. But what is not often understood is that this flash is outcome of long 

periods of incubation.

B. The layman thinks that it is a spell of divine flash which illuminates the 

dark and the hidden.

C. True, it does.

D. Inspiration is much misunderstood term. DBAC ACBD DBCA CADB c

290

The question below comprises four scattered segments of a paragraph. 

Identify from among the four choices the sequences that correctly 

assemble the segments and complete the paragraph.

A. Nobody knows why we sleep, but we all need to.

B. Babies need fourteen to eighteen hours sleep whereas the elderly need 

less than they did when young but often take a nap during the day.

C. About 8% of adults are happy with five hours or less and 4 % want ten 

hours or more.

D. There are no rules about how much sleep is necessary but the average 

adult sleeps for 7 hours 20 minutes. ACDB BDCA ADCB DBAC c

291

The question below comprises four scattered segments of a paragraph. 

Identify from among the four choices the sequences that correctly 

assemble the segments and complete the paragraph.

A. So he decided to resign. Having made the decision to resign, he did not 

listen to anyone else.

B. Samir fell for Nishal’s prevarication, and even though he was the most 

hard-working of the lot, he thought he was going to be fired.

C. Nishal wanted Samir’s job and found a way to get him out of the job.

D. Nishal used his cunning nature to get to him. ACDB ACBD CDBA BCDA c
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The question below comprises four scattered segments of a paragraph. 

Identify from among the four choices the sequences that correctly 

assemble the segments and complete the paragraph.

A. They found the stains of blood on an abandoned shirt in a dumpster in 

the next street.

B. The detective believes that the clues of a crime scene are hidden in the 

periphery.

C. So, against the word of the inspector, the search team spread out all 

over the area, checking small streets and pathways.

D. Check the dumpsters and small streets, the detective said. BCDA ACBD ABDC BDCA d

293

The question below comprises four scattered segments of a paragraph. 

Identify from among the four choices the sequences that correctly 

assemble the segments and complete the paragraph.

A.  Family is a closed unit and the mutual understanding seen in a family 

cannot be seen elsewhere.

B.In the study of sociology, experts have always been sure of one thing.

C. That is, a family is always the best place to be nurtured.

D.Not only mutual respect, family is also based on mutual respect and love. BCAD BCDA BDCA BADC a
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The question below comprises four scattered segments of a paragraph. 

Identify from among the four choices the sequences that correctly 

assemble the segments and complete the paragraph.

A.There has been much discussion about which is the profession that 

makes most money.

B.Finance graduates are always assumed to earn most.

C.And this fact is encouraging the youth of today to begin their start-ups 

without hesitation.

D.But when we look deeper, the men who earn most are entrepreneurs. ABCD ABDC ACBD BCDA b
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The question below comprises four scattered segments of a paragraph. 

Identify from among the four choices the sequences that correctly 

assemble the segments and complete the paragraph.

A. The dumb were cursed because of this reason and absence of 

communication made them miserable.

B. In ancient times, the dumb had no way to communicate.

C. And sign language was born which came as a blessing.

D. Slowly, there was a development in ways how they could communicate. DABC ABDC BCDA BADC d
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The question below comprises four scattered segments of a paragraph. 

Identify from among the four choices the sequences that correctly 

assemble the segments and complete the paragraph.

A.      1971 war changed the political geography of the subcontinent

B.      Despite the significance of the event,there has been no serious book 

about the conflict.

C.      Surrender at Dacca aims to fill this gap.

D. It also profoundly altered the geo-strategic situation in South-East Asia ADBC ABCD DCBA DBCA a
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The question below comprises four scattered segments of a paragraph. 

Identify from among the four choices the sequences that correctly 

assemble the segments and complete the paragraph.

A.      Otherwise the Congress would not have opposed PSU disinvestment 

today.

B.      It is clear that there is no consensus on economic reform.

C.      Nor would allies of ruling NDA oppose privatisation.

D.      All this would stop India from becoming the next superpower. DACB BACD ADBC CBDA b
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem correctly 

and meaningfully.

"The food in this hotel is no match to what was served at late hours in 

Hotel Kohinoor" means

The food in this hotel 

is quite good 

compared to what we 

ate at Kohinoor.

Hotel Kohinoor 

served us better 

quality food than 

what we get here

Both hotels have 

maintained good 

quality of food.

Both hotels serve 

poor quality of food. b
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem correctly 

and meaningfully.

Although initial investigations pointed towards him

the preceding events 

corroborated his 

involvement in the 

crime.

the additional 

information 

confirmed his guilt.

the subsequent 

events established 

that he was guilty.

the subsequent 

events proved that 

he was innocent. d
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem correctly 

and meaningfully.

The weather outside was extremely pleasant and hence we decided to ......

utilize our time in 

watching the 

television

enjoy a morning ride 

in the open.

employ this rare 

opportunity for 

writing letters.

remain seated in our 

rooms in the 

bungalow. b
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem correctly 

and meaningfully.

"It is an uphill task but you will have to do it" means

The work is above the 

hill and you will have 

to do it.

It is a very easy task 

but you must do it.

It is very difficult task 

but you have to do it.

This work is not 

reserved for you but 

you will have to do it. c
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem correctly 

and meaningfully.

"Anand struck up a friendship with Mahesh in just 2 days" means 

Anand found out 

about the other 

friends of Mahesh.

Anand fixed a deal 

with Mahesh in 2 

days.

Anand's friendship 

with Mahesh lasted 

for 2 years.

Anand became a 

friend of Mahesh in 

less than 2 days. d
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem correctly 

and meaningfully.

Although, he is reputed for making very candid statements 

his speech today was 

not fairly audible.

his speech was very 

interesting.

people follow 

whatever he instructs 

them.

his statements today 

were very ambiguous d
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem correctly 

and meaningfully.

The manager would like you to help Dhiraj, means

The manager would 

like you if you help 

Dhiraj.

The manager desires 

you to help Dhiraj.

The manager likes 

you because you help 

Dhiraj.

Dhiraj expects the 

manager to tell you 

to help him. b
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem correctly 

and meaningfully.Owing to the acute power shortage, the people of our 

locality have decided to ......

resort to abundant 

use of electricity for 

illumination.

switch off electrical 

appliances while not 

in use.

explore other 

avenues for utilizing 

the excess power.

resort to use of 

electricity only when 

it is inevitable. d
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem correctly 

and meaningfully.

Though______________, the Ohio River has the third largest volume of 

water flowing from its mouth.

it is the longest river 

in the US

it is the narrowest 

river in the US

it is the smallest river 

in the US

it is far from being 

the lengthiest river in 

the US d
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem correctly 

and meaningfully.

The chaotic, celebratory spirit is still present, even though 

__________________.

the event is now very 

organized and official

the event is now very 

glum

the event is very 

quiet & calm

the event is now very 

peaceful a
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem correctly 

and meaningfully.  

Paul went overseas in search of a job and a luxurious life means

Paul went abroad to 

look for a job and 

luxurious life.

Paul visited all seas 

searching for a job 

and life.

Paul couldn’t find a 

job and life over any 

sea or ocean. None of the above. a
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem correctly 

and meaningfully. 

He wanted to reach out to the general public, but they ignored him.  This 

means

He wanted to lend a 

helping hand to the 

public but they 

ignored

He wanted to 

communicate with 

the public but they 

ignored

He wanted to reach 

near the public but 

they ignored

He wanted to give a 

conclusion for the 

general public but 

they ignored b
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete incomplete stem correctly and 

meaningfully.

Honesty is the essence of a successful relationship means

A successful 

relationship is 

characterized by 

honesty.

Honesty adds a flavor 

to relationships.

Honesty gives a 

fragrance which 

makes relationship 

successful.

Honesty is not much 

important for 

relationships. a
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete incomplete stem correctly and 

meaningfully.

The Independence Day celebrations spread an euphoric feeling among the 

crowd means

The crowd became 

humorous with the 

celebrations.

The crowd had a 

boring feeling after 

the celebration.

The crowd became 

very high spirited 

watching the 

celebrations

The crowd could not 

bear the feelings of 

celebration. c
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete incomplete stem correctly and 

meaningfully.

He may be the shepherd but the sheep don't listen. This  means-

Even though he is 

one of them, he is 

not heard.

Even though he 

orders sheep, he is 

not a shepherd.

The sheep do not like 

the shepherd.

Even though he is the 

leader, the 

teammates do not 

listen to him. d
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete incomplete stem correctly and 

meaningfully.

Take it from the king himself, the throne is thorny. This means-

The throne cannot be 

sat on

The king is giving 

advice.

An experienced man 

in a field says even 

though it looks easy 

and luxurious, the job 

is very hard.

A man calls himself a 

king and describes 

how his seat is. c
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete incomplete stem correctly and 

meaningfully.

A big fish in a small pond. This means-

The fish is too big for 

the pond.

A person who does 

not fit in his place.

How fish will always 

live with similar 

species.

The state of being 

overqualified in a 

subpar organization. d
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete incomplete stem correctly and 

meaningfully.

Off the top of your head means

The state of not 

understanding 

anything Unable to authorize

The first thing that 

comes to your mind

Deceptive and 

cunning c
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete incomplete stem correctly and 

meaningfully.

' Let us meet around 5-ish.' This means-

They planned to meet 

at 5.

 Incorrect

It is the state of 

describing a situation 

with absolute clarity

They decided to meet 

around 5 o clock with 

some uncertainty in 

time.

It is a sarcastic way of 

saying that the other 

person is not 

punctual. c
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete incomplete stem correctly and 

meaningfully.

Delhi MP Ajit Kumar is one of the very few politicians who would “walk the 

talk”. The ideal inference from the above statement is:-

MP Ajit Kumar likes 

to talk while going for 

a walk.

 Incorrect

MP Ajit Kumar likes 

to walk whenever he 

would like to have a 

short chat with 

someone.

MP Ajit Kumar would 

honor most of his 

election promises.

MP Ajit Kumar is a 

very talkative 

politician. c
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete incomplete stem correctly and 

meaningfully.

Kamlesh has put all his eggs in one basket by investing close to ninety 

percent of his retirement benefits in stocks. Which among the options best 

reflects the import of the statement?

Kamlesh has started a 

poultry farm with his 

retirement benefits.

Kamlesh has invested 

just ten per cent of 

his retirement 

benefits in egg 

producing companies.

Kamlesh has put all 

his resources in one 

place. None of these c
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem correctly 

and meaningfully. 

When everything falls into place

Then things do not 

end well

It will give rise to 

arguments

It is considered 

auspicious

Things get 

unpredictable c
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem correctly 

and meaningfully.Even if we land in Dubai a day in advance We cannot be early We can never be late

We cannot go outside 

without a visa It is too hot there c
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Rearrange the following to make a meaningful sentence: Which is the third 

in correct order?

Except, we all 

contributed in the 

beginning days.

 Incorrect

Manohar has just 

joined this office, he 

has been transferred.

At first, he could not 

get hold of the city 

culture.

He is from 

Chandrapur, which is 

basically a rural area. c
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete incomplete stem correctly and 

meaningfully.

To be careful with small amounts of money but to be careless with large 

sums is to _____ turn the other cheek

go overboard

reap what you sow

penny wise and 

pound foolish d
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete incomplete stem correctly and 

meaningfully.

____, for how long are you going to cry? Pull yourself together Push on Set the record straight go overboard a
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete incomplete stem correctly and 

meaningfully.

She told me that she was filthy rich while showing off her new necklace, I 

could ____ reach for the moon see through it spring back

be at the receiving 

end b
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete incomplete stem correctly and 

meaningfully.

You are too idealistic, please don’t let your ideas ______ me. drum into drive off draw on None of these a
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete incomplete stem correctly and 

meaningfully.

Your examinations are round the corner, you must ____ keep your powder dry buckle down take a rain check

make your presence 

felt b
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete incomplete stem correctly and 

meaningfully.

He is a sadist, I am not interested in ______ his whims and fancies. taking away spinning out slouching around pandering to d
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete incomplete stem correctly and 

meaningfully.

Illness is just one of the many problems that I need to ______ grab at grapple with round off snatch at b
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem correctly 

and meaningfully.

It is not easy to remain tranquil when those around you

behave in a socially 

acceptable manner.

exhibit pleasant 

mannerism. are losing their heads.

agree to whatever 

you say. c
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem correctly 

and meaningfully.

Although______________________, the name ‘roller coaster’ stuck.

the ride was banned 

very soon

people flocked to the 

rides in huge numbers

the state endorsed 

them vociferously

the rollers were soon 

replaced with 

grooved tracks for 

sleds on wheels d
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem correctly 

and meaningfully.

In his ambition and ego, he spoilt all his relations and now that he were 

inefficacious

he was back with 

enthusiasm. he was overwhelmed.

he didn’t want to 

achieve anything 

more .

he could do nothing 

but lament d
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In the given question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is 

given. Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem 

correctly and meaningfully.

The lawyer’s efforts in our behalf were in paltry;

we could see a ray of 

hope in our case.

they didn’t add up to 

anything.

we were really 

grateful to him.

they would help to 

turn about the case in 

our favor. b
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In the given question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is 

given. Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem 

correctly and meaningfully.

If life were not ephemeral, people

would realize its 

importance.

would understand 

the value of time.

would appreciate it 

even less, waste it 

even more. Would live it joyfully c
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem correctly 

and meaningfully.

He led a very dejected and forlorn life because

he was a very 

pampered kid.

his parents left him at 

a very early age.

he got everything he 

wanted in life.

he was a very 

naughty child. b
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In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem correctly 

and meaningfully.

Between speed and tariff of the internet’s data Is very less We Must take risks

There must be a 

trade off The options are many c

336 Select Correct Word Aceleration  Aceeleration  Accelaration  Acceleration  d

337  Select Correct Word Agressive  Agrressive  Aggressive  Aggresive  c

338  Select Correct Word Iminent  Imminent  Iminnent  Imineent  b

339  Select Correct Word Cheqe  Ceque  Cheque  Chequee  c

340  Select Correct Word Callibration  Calibration  Celibration  Calibrration  b

341  Select Correct Word Asassination  Assasination  Assassination  Assessination  c

342  Select Correct Word Insurgenci  Inssurgency  Inchurgency  Insurgency  d

343  Select Correct Word Recruitment  Recuitment  Recrruitment   Recruittment  a

344  Select Correct Word Halloween  Haloween  Halooween  Hallowen  a

345  Select Correct Word Veengeance  Vengence  Vengeance  Venggeance  c

346  Select Correct Word Guarante  Guarrantee  Gurantee  Guarantee  d

347  Select Correct Word Entrepreneur  Entreprreneur  Entreprneur  Entreprenur  a
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348 Jawaharlal spent his childhood ______ Anand Bhawan.  at  in on  across d

349 The boy was cured _____ typhoid. from of for  through b

350 Voracious…..  tenacious  truthful  spacious ravenous d

351 Abortive….. fruitful  familiar unsuccessful consuming c

352 Suguganya got —— as an officer in State bank of India. appoint appointed  appoints appointee b

353 They listened to him —– spellbinded spellbind  spellbinding spellbound d

354 Life is not a bed —- roses. with of for off b

355 My grand father will come here —– a week. with before at within d

356 Selfish people will not come forward —— others. help to help  to helping to helped b

357 My teacher came forward —— me in studies. help helping to help is helpful c

358 I go to Madurai by —– Vaigai Express a an some the d

359 He hopes to join —– university soon a an the no article a

360 Passive Voice of "They will demolish the entire block" 

The entire block is 

being demolished. 

 The block may be 

demolished entirely.

The entire block will 

have to be 

demolished by the 

The entire block will 

be demolished.  d

361  Passive Voice of "This surface feels smooth"

 This surface is felt 

smooth 

This surface is 

smooth when it is felt

This surface when felt 

is smooth 

This surface is 

smooth as felt 
a

362 change to Direct Indirect, Ram said to me, “I am going to Jaipur.”

Ram told me that he 

was going to Jaipur.

 Ram told me that I 

was going to Jaipur.

Ram told me that he 

is going to Jaipur.

 Ram told me that he 

were going to Jaipur. a

363

change to Direct Indirect, Mohan Said to her, “You have completed your 

work.

Mohan told her that 

She had completed 

her work.

 Mohan told her that 

She has completed 

her work.

 Mohan told her that 

She was completed 

her work.

Mohan told her that 

She had completed 

his work.
a

364 —– dogs do not bite. to bark bark  barking  is bark c

365 Waiting for a bus is a —– experience. kills  kill killing is killing c

366 He always………to prove that the earth revolves round the sun.  tried   tries   was trying is trying a

367 He saw me by chance and……….the car.  stop  stopped  stops was stopping b

368 The salt spray has gradually……the bridge.  spoilt  ravaged  demolished eroded d

369 In order to maintain good health one should eat a……diet.  rich  spicy  balanced salty c

370 Health is too important to be…… neglected detested despised discarded a

371 My father keeps all his ……. Papers in a lock and key. required necessary  useful confidential d

372 Your case is so unique that am not getting any……. To support it.  reason  help  happening  precedent d

373 Even a ….. glance will reveal the mystery.  crude  cursory  critical  curious b

374 His …… directions misled us; we did not know which road to take.  complex obscure  mingled  vague d

375 The shepherd was looking after the ……. Of sheep.  crew  gang  fleet flock d

376 Only …. People are ….. after death.  vicious; condemned  virile; forgotten  virtuous; remembered  virulent; glorified c
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377 The punch made the boxer  ……… with pain.  wince  gap grumble  fumble a

378 I cannot ….. to know much about it.  imagine  conceive  pretend  contemplate c

379 The police … the mob.  scattered   disbanded  drove dispersed d

380
He is like a body without a soul, an eye without light or a flower without.  smell  fragrance  petal odour

b

381 Oh! Such a pretty girl. Whom has she ……?  taken after  took after  taken by  took by a

382
The counter clerk was very busy and ,……. Not pay …. To Sameer’s request.  can;help  could;respect had; cash did; attention

d

383
 The committee’s appeal to the people for money …. little responses. evoked  provoked gained  provided

a

384  She was … because all her plan had gone …… .  elated; wild  dejected; splendidly  distraught; awry  frustrated; magnificently c

385
 They wanted to ….all these books, but they could not find …. Time to do so.  cover; almost  pursue; necessary  dispose; some  read; sufficient

d

386  Only when ….. failed, the police restored to …. .  efforts; power  arrests; imprisonment persuasions; force  power; punishment c

387  we cannot …… such a/an …..act of violence.  tolerate; insipid  consider; important  commit; magnificent pardon; egregious d

388  The …..of glory lead but to the ….. . Ways; happiness  acts; prosperity paths; grave  achievements; suffering c

389 Since we ……. Read every book, we …….only the famous ones.  have; sold  should; buy cannot; select can; purchase c

390 Any system is likely to…… for …… of support from the public. survive; lack succeed; reason  fail; want finish; failure c

391  The pilot was …..injured, he died within half an hour. seriously fatally  fatefully vitally b

392  If a speech is full of pompous words, it is …… .  verbose bombastic  grandiose grandiloquent d

393
This is the …..chosen for the hospital complex to be built next year. area  locality  site  sight c

394 We don’t know what ….. him to commit this crime. excited roused  prompted attracted c

395 She is ….. and simple in looks thought her husband is …. . plain; flamboyant  garrulous; talkative taciturn; silent  credulous; gullible a

396 He is …… to … any kind of work with due sincerity. fond; perform reluctant; entrust  determined; undertake eager; avoid c

397  He is usually …… but today he appears rather ….. . strict; unwell  tense; restless  calm; disturbed  happy; humorous c

398

 Choose the word/group of words which is most Similar minmeaning  

Clamored

 Acclaimed  Applauded  Cried Refused
c

399

 Choose the word/group of words which is most Similar minmeaning 

Stimulate

 Increase  Goad Project  Exhilarate b

400
 Choose the word/group of words which is most Similar minmeaning  Spur

 Hindrance Trigger Curb   Impede

b

401

Current deposit accounts are opened to             transactions of business and 

trade and hence not             to any interest from the bank.

 accept, obliged  do, liable  seek, authorized  find, ready d
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The opening up of insurance sector has resulted in             of new products, 

particularly the unit-linked products which offer both capital            and 

insurance cover and have attracted the attention of the insured.

appropriation, 

formation

 introduction, 

appreciation

opening, collection  distinction, 

depreciation

b

403

The Reserve Bank exercises its supervisory role          the financial 

system           commercial and urban cooperative banks, financial 

institutions and NBFCs, through the Board of Financial Supervision.

 in, around  about, within for, covering  over, encompassing d

404

More than two lakh students               up to two years preparing for the 

Common Admission Test (CAT) all in the attempt to             a seat at one of 

the top business school in the century?

read, fetch  wait, go  spend, secure  go, here

c

405

Choose the correct alternative to the highlighted part which may improve 

the sentence.                                                                            Two years, Goa 

witnessed high growth in household saving and was one of the few state 

where inflation declined.

saving and was the 

few states

saving and were one 

of the few states

  savings and was one 

of the few states

  savings and has one 

of the few states

c

406

Choose the correct alternative to the highlighted part which may improve 

the sentence.                                                                             India should not 

tolerate Chinese incursion of its territory and realize that appeasement of 

an assertive China is a recipe for global marginalization.

incursion of their 

territory

 incursion of his 

territories

 incursion besides its 

territory

  incursions into its 

territory

d

407

Choose the correct alternative to the highlighted part which may improve 

the sentence.                                                                           By deciding to 

allow the Indian private sector to bid for the entire lot of six submarines, 

the government has ended a debate.

Decision to Through deciding  To decide to   No correction required

d

408

Choose the correct alternative to the highlighted part which may improve 

the sentence.                                                                        To illustrate my 

point, I have been taking the example of three cars from three different 

segments.

I have taken  I might take  I ever take  I could be taking

a

409

Choose the correct alternative to the highlighted part which may improve 

the sentence.                                                                           The congress 

working committee will be restructure and young faces will be inducted.
will restructure  will be restructured   will have restructured  can restructure

b

410  A small house with all rooms on one floor—  Bungalow  Cottage Flat  Castle b

411 Mania for stealing articles—  Logomania  Nymphomania Kleptomania Hypomania c

412  One who hates mankind— Misanthrope  Philanthropist Lover  Hater a

413 One whose wife is dead— Widower  Widow Divorcee Celibate a

414

 Choose the one which best expresses the meaning of the given 

idiom/proverb. To read between the lines—
To concentrate To read carefully To suspect  To grasp the hidden meaning

d
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415

 Choose the one which best expresses the meaning of the given 

idiom/proverb.  To flog a dead horse—
To act in a foolish way

 To waste one’s 

efforts

 To revive interest in 

an oldsubject 

To revive old 

memories c

416

 Choose the one which best expresses the meaning of the given 

idiom/proverb. To pay one back in the same coin—
To provoke a person 

to quarrel 

To offer another 

polite attention
To retaliate 

To give a word a 

encouragement or 

praise to another

c

417 Choose nearest meaning to the key word. PRIVY Dishonest  Cautious Secretive   Quiet c

418 Choose nearest meaning to the key word. PILFER To gossip   Steal Trifle  Loiter b

419 Choose nearest meaning to the key word. EAGER  Clever  Enthusiastic Curious Devoted c

420 Choose nearest meaning to the key word. PLACID  Clear   Calm Enjoyable  Dull b

421 choose the word opposite in meaning to the given word. URBAN Country-made Pastoral  Provincial Rural d

422 choose the word opposite in meaning to the given word. BLATANT Noisy  Quiet Barren Slow b

423 choose the word opposite in meaning to the given word. PRIM Rash  Extravagant  Foul  Shameful b

424 choose the word opposite in meaning to the given word. EXHIBIT Conceal  Prevent Withdraw  Concede a

425 Breeze : Cyclone : : Drizzle : ? Earthquake   Storm Flood  Downpour d

426 Genuine : Authentic : : Mirage : ? Image Transpiration Reflection  Illusion d

427 Grain : Granary : : Curios : ? Archives  Museum Library  Zoo b

428 choose the appropriate singular form.  Lice Louse  Lace Licey  None of these a

429 choose the appropriate singular form.  Knives Knife  Knive Kniv  None of these a

430 choose the appropriate singular form. Dwarves Dwarv  Dwarve Dwarf None of these c

431 choose the appropriate singular form. Geese Gander  Goose Gouse  None of these b

432 choose the appropriate plural  Foot Feet   Foots  Feat  None of these a

433 choose the appropriate plural  Syllabus Syllabi  Syllabus  Syllabu  None of these a

434 choose the appropriate plural Mouse Mice Mouses Mouse  None of these a

435 choose the appropriate plural Man Mean  Mans  Men  None of these c

436 Please do not ------ an offer made by the Chairman. refuse deny refrai refuge a

437
An employment advertisement should ----- the number of vacancies. provide declare contain specify d

438
The family gave father a gold watch on the ----- of his fiftieth birthday. time event occasion celebration c

439

These election will be remembered as much for its anti incumbency mood 

as for its ________ mandate.
Rational Deliberate Pervasive Unprecedented d

440

Leadership define what the future should like and ________ people with 

that vision.
Aligns Encourages Develops Trains a

441 I spend much of my time __________ writing letters and memos. In To On At a

442

Directions: In the following question, select the related word from the 

given alternatives.

Insult : Humiliate Shoot : Kill Abuse : Happy Dog : Bark Injury : Pungent a
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Directions:The following question, consist of two words each that have a 

certain relationship to each other, followed by four lettered pairs of words. 

Select the lettered pair that has the same relationship as the original pair of 

words.

Always :Never Often : Rarely Frequently : Normally

Constantly : 

Frequently

Intermittently: 

Casually a

444

Choose the sentence which is grammatically incorrect.

A. The more intriguing aspect is the levels and trends of disparity among 

them

B. We hope to be able to negotiate a deep and special relationship with the 

European Union that will allow us to go on trading and investing in each 

other's economy

C. Sixty percent of work visas were granted by Britain to Indian nationals - 

more than all other countries combined .

D. Some studies say economic inequality is a social problem, for example 

too much inequality can be destructive,because it might hinder from long 

term growth A B C D d

445

Choose the sentence which is grammatically incorrect.

A. Economic inequality is sometimes called income inequality, wealth 

inequality, or the wealth gap

B. Hammond played down the risks of a so-called "hard Brexit", in which 

Britain would lose access to the markets of the bloc's other 27 nations if the 

two sides cannot reach a consensus deal within a two-year deadline.

C. Real freedom lies within economic freedom.

D. There are various numerical indices for measuring economic inequality. A B C D c
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The following sentence is broken into four parts and two parts may contain 

an error in them. Find out the combination which contains error. If the 

sentence is free from error mark 'no error'.

Many people saw (A) that the thief breaking into (B) the sweet shop but (C) 

no had one saw him leave (D) BC CD BD No error c

447

The following sentence is broken into four parts and two parts may contain 

an error in them. Find out the combination which contains error. If the 

sentence is free from error mark 'no error'. 

This room would had look (A) much more (B) hospitable for you filled it (C) 

up with furniture. (D) AC AB BD No error a

448

The following sentence is broken into four parts and two parts may contain 

an error in them. Find out the combination which contains error. If the 

sentence is free from error mark 'no error'.

Ever since the state (A) government changes its reservation (B) policy, the 

private universities (C) has faced a heavy backlash (D) AB BC BD No error d

449

The following sentence is broken into four parts and two parts may contain 

an error in them. Find out the combination which contains error. If the 

sentence is free from error mark 'no error'.

No sooner the (A) professor enter the (B) class that the students (C) stood 

up to greet him (D) AB BD AC No error c

450

The following sentence is broken into four parts and two parts may contain 

an error in them. Find out the combination which contains error. If the 

sentence is free from error mark 'no error'.

A committee consisted (A) of ex-jurors is reported (B) to have reached an 

impasse (C) after discussed the issue. (D) AD CD BC No error a

451

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

Some of the people are passionate for making money from real estate.

on earning using real 

estate

in real estate for 

making money

about making money 

from real estate

or real estate money 

making c
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In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the underlined part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

Imagine an accident occurs which required hospitalization, while you are 

saving money for the down payment on your dream house.

an accident occurred 

which required 

hospitalization

an accident occurs 

which requires 

hospitalization 

an accident occurred 

which requires 

hospitalization 

an accident occurs 

which require 

hospitalization b

453

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

We are not going to focus on the disadvantages because you already know 

all of that. you already knew it already that is known you already knew No improvement d

454

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

The start up did not get funding for six months and they run out of all the 

saved money. have no saved money

ran out of all the 

saved money are penniless

do not have any 

saved money no more b

455

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

There isn't something in the world that can stop you from achieving your 

dreams if you work hard. there isn't no thing there isn't an thing there isn't any thing there isn't the thing c

456

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

Today, both India and the U.S. have a relationship with China that have 

elements of cooperation, competition and, potentially, conflict—though in 

different degrees Relationships The relatonship Relation A relation a
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In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

China and the U.S. have both indicated they are keen to avoid a full-blown 

trade war, and Trump is yet to follow on campaign pledges to take action 

against Beijing. In Through on With on No improvement b

458

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

Economic ties between China and India will play a large role in one most 

important bilateral relationships in the world by 2020. One in most Most One of the most No improvement c

459

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

China’s production strength requires a market, and the U.S. is no longer  

Chinese market A Chinese market The Chinese market In Chinese market No improvement a

460

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

The requirement for Beijing to maintain economic growth and domestic 

political stability give also New Delhi geopolitical leverage as it seeks to 

counteract China’s inroads in South Asia Give Also give Also gives No improvement c

461

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

The finance ministry will nudge at least six public sector banks to hit 

markets to raise funds and ease the pressure on the exchequer of pumping 

in capital in accordance the Indradhanush plan. According Accordingly As per No improvement c
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In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

No deadline had set for the introduction of Sharia or interest-free banking 

in India, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has said in response to an RTI. Will be set Has been set Set No improvement b

463

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

Populist calls for breaking up the big  banks are sparked by concerns about 

huge financial institutions that have grown. The fear is that these banks 

could bring down the economy if they become insolvent. A fear is An fear is Fear is No improvement d

464

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

The Indian consumer is the current king of banking - an industry least likely 

to favour individuals when borrowing isn't cheap and savings rates trail 

headline inflation. But competition will make new banks generous with 

deposit rates, although the longevity of these offerings is in doubt. Would have made Has been made Has made No improvement c

465

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

You can even make a case of banning all animal slaughter altogether, 

arguing that we have to be kinder to animals and be more in unity in the 

environment. With Of Across No improvement a
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In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

Environmentalists last year asked for the "World Culture Festival" to be 

disallowed, but the court said it was too late to call in the event and fined 

the organization five crores. Call on Call off Call by No improvement b

467

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

The big question is whether the burgeon of the unemployed youth labour 

force is a blessing as Prime Minister Modi asks people to believe or it can 

potentially be the curse as "youth bulge" for the country as well.

Burgeoning 

unemployed

Burgeon among the 

unemployed

Burgeon by the 

unemployed No improvement a

468

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

Since taking office, Modi's administration has tried to raise foreign direct 

investment in the Indian economy, increased spending on infrastructure, 

and reduced spending on health and social welfare programmes

Increasingly spending 

on Increase pending on Increased to spend by No improvement d

469

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

The government has not announced the dates for the visit but the 

groundwork for the visit was going on for months. Has going on Went on Has been going on No improvement c
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In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

All the guest houses in the vicinity ran out of rooms and Sally was left with 

no choice but to share a room with a stranger. Ran into rooms Ran off rooms Ran with rooms No improvement d

471

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

The new boy in class does not appear friendly and keeps with himself. Keeps by himself Keeps to himself Keeps at himself No improvement b

472

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

Nothing can absolve you your responsibility. In your responsibility

From your 

responsibility.

By your 

responsibilities. No improvement c

473

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

I was really surprised to hear the man promising my sister that he would 

stand by her in thick and thin.

Stand with her in 

thick and thin

Stand by her through 

thick and thin

Stand with her even 

in thick and thin. No improvement b

474

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

The economic structure of this city is such that both the parents need to 

earn for the family and share also the household work.

Also share the 

household work.

Share also in the 

household work.

Share also with the 

household work. No improvement a
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In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

The Asian users are most engaged with the social web than users in the 

west. Most engaged in More engaged in Most engaged into No improvement b

476

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

I think the employees who joined the organization after 2003 are better 

position than the ones who joined in 2002 as they enjoy a number of 

exclusive benefits. Have better position Are better positioned Of better positioned No improvement b

477

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

A terrorist suddenly entered the headquarters of the security department 

with explosives strapped with his body. To On In No improvement a

478

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

Many of the today's employees suffer from serious stress and lack of sleep 

due to excessive work pressure in their lives.

Many of the 

employees of today

Many of today's 

employees

Many of the 

employees today No improvement c
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In the following sentence, a part of the sentence is underlined. Below are 

given alternatives to the underlined part, which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

the alternative that indicates No improvement needed.

RBI Governor Urjit Patel has been appointing to the Bank of International 

Settlement (BIS) which is an international financial organisation owned by 

60 member central banks across the world.

A. Was appointed

B. Had appointed

C. Has appointed Only A Only B A and B A, B and C a

480

In the following sentence, a part of the sentence is underlined. Below are 

given alternatives to the underlined part, which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

the alternative that indicates No improvement needed.

Bharat stage norms are emission standards instituted by Government to 

regulate the output of air pollutants from internal combustion engine 

equipment, including motor vehicles.

A. Has been instituted 

B. Is being instituted

C. Has instituted A and B B and C A, B and C No improvement d
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In the following sentence, a part of the sentence is underlined. Below are 

given alternatives to the underlined part, which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

the alternative that indicates No improvement needed.

The Union Ministry of Minority Affairs is organising Hunar Haat under 

Upgrading the Skills & Training in Traditional Arts/Crafts for Development 

scheme at different parts of the country which become a successful mission 

to provide employment and employment opportunities.

A. Has been becoming

B. Have become

C. Has become Only A Only C Only B No improvement b

482

In the following sentence, a part of the sentence is underlined. Below are 

given alternatives to the underlined part, which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

the alternative that indicates No improvement needed.

The Union Ministry of Railways has made an advance towards 100% 

completion of been installing human waste discharge free Bio-toilets in 

coaches to December 2018.

A. Installing

B. Installed

C. Has been installing A and B Only A A, B and C Only C b

483

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

The previous government ______ less on education but the current 

government is spending even ______. spent, least was spending, lesser spending, more lesser spend, less b
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Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

It never _______   to me that the best solution _______   to let the matter 

take its own time to settle down. thought, has been occur, that occurrence, is occurred, would be d

485

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

The principal _________ the teacher to __________ his students that the 

holiday had been cancelled. Asked, told Asked, tell Told, ask Told, tell b

486

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

Although he spoke English ___________, his knowledge of the same was 

not ________. Well, good Good, well Bad, well Exquisite, well a

487

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

__________ was the person, ___________ parents had passed away in an 

accident? Whose, who Whose, who’s Who’s, whose Who, whose d

488

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

He is an expert _____ languages but cannot articulate feelings well. In On With Of b

489

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

The organization has in a survey disclosed _______most of the Government 

schools in India lack basic amenities of toilets and drinking water What To Almost That d

490

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

The key hurdle however is often bureaucratic, the schools often need 

circulars for allowing programmes to be _______with them, something that 

is easy for a private school to do, as the decision making is more direct 

there. Conducted Conducting Had conducted Was conducted a

491

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

While class enrollments were high, the quality of education, _____ what 

children were learning was very limited. As Rather Since With b
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Fill in the blank with the correct word.

Education is believed to be the only means for a developing nation like 

India to develop ______ and hence the RTE (Right To Education) Act was 

implemented in the year 2009 enforcing free and compulsory education to 

all children between 6 to 14 years. Greatly Great Widely Wide c

493

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

It ____ a big pleasure when I ____ the Chief Guest yesterday. Were, Welcomed Was, welcomed Had been, Welcome Had been, welcomed b

494

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

 _____ kind at heart is way more important than _____ rich. For one to be, to be Being, Being Being, to be For one to be, being b

495

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

She _____ her mother and it is she ____ her every single day.

Looks after, who 

inspired

Looks up to, who 

inspires

Looked after, whom 

inspired

Looked up to, whom 

inspired b

496

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

He _____ and hence, he _____ his exams. His father was furious.

Had hardly studied, 

flunked

Studied hard, had 

passed

Hardly studied, had 

flunked

Had studied hard, 

passed a

497

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

If her health is as _____ as the doctors say, I think we _____ children. Worse, should call her Bad, have called his Worse, are calling Bad, should call her d

498

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

They have not started their journey yet, ________? did they have they do they isn't it b

499

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

I at times wonder ______ what happened to the man who used to sell mud 

toys, outside our school. about of by at a

500

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

It was reported that three were killed and _______. one was injure one injured one had been injured one were injured b

501

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

He ordered me ____________ the door as it could have been a thief 

outside. not to open to not open not opening in opening a
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Fill in the blank with the correct word.

I brought along a burger _________ I feel hungry during the movie 

although I have eaten enough. because as in case since b

503

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

My husband ______ over my decision to quit the job. Pushed me up Blown me up Called me off Backed me up d

504

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

_________ people went to welcome the Chief Minister who was the Chief 

guest at the event in the city. Much More Many Large c

505

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

I ______ doing this work for a few weeks. Have been Has been Am Will be a

506

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

Rohit was waiting for _______ elevator to come. A An The Some c

507

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

Arrogant people often look down _______others. For On Upon Towards c

508

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

She was smart and hence she ______ by her Professors. Had respected Had been respecting Was respected Respected c

509

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

When I met you the last time, you _____ for 5 years. Were a father Had been a father Fathered Were father b

510

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

When I saw her for the first time, she ______ the attendance. Took Were taking Was taking Had been taking c

511

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

It was in 2004 that we first _____ to each other. Had talked Talked Were talking Talk b

512

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

With years, we have grown accustomed to today's world and have given up 

_____ anybody. To trust To be trusting Trusting Having trusted c

513 Which of the following five words is wrongly spelt? Exaggeration Extranious Amphibious Juggernaut b

514 Which of the following five words is wrongly spelt? Spectacoolar Filiall Braggaartt Delicacy d
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515 Which of the following five words is wrongly spelt? Plausible Miscellanueos Gullible Contemptuous b

516 Which of the following five words is wrongly spelt? Harvested Conversation Ceremoney Infamy c

517 Which of the following five words is wrongly spelt? Detain Chaos Refrein Kindle c

518 Which of the following five words is wrongly spelt? Armour Conference Vacuum Symposeum d

519 Which of the following five words is wrongly spelt? Commitment Inherent Exposure Determined a

520 Which of the following five words is wrongly spelt? Benign Incubation Introvart Dangled c

521 Which of the following five words is wrongly spelt? Exaggeration Extranious Amphibious Juggernaut b

522

Four words are given below. Choose the pair of words that most nearly 

mean the SAME or OPPOSITE of each other.

A. Serene

B. Odium

C. Fondness

D. Gravity A – B B – C C – D A – C b

523

Four words are given below. Choose the pair of words that most nearly 

mean the SAME or OPPOSITE of each other.

A. Languid

B. Sociable

C. Impeccable

D. Flawless A – B C – D A – D B – D b

524

Four words are given below. Choose the pair of words that most nearly 

mean the SAME or OPPOSITE of each other.

A. Exculpate

B. Quietude

C. Sedulous

D. Stillness A – B C – D B – D A – C c
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Four words are given below. Choose the pair of words that most nearly 

mean the SAME or OPPOSITE of each other.

A. Florid

B. Gesture

C. Opulent

D. Abundant A – D B – C A – C C – D d

526

Four words are given below. Choose the pair of words that most nearly 

mean the SAME or OPPOSITE of each other.

A. Encore

B. Concordant

C. Inappropriate

D. Lame A – B B – C C – D A – D b

527

Four words are given below. Choose the pair of words that most nearly 

mean the SAME or OPPOSITE of each other.

A. Elation

B. Symmetry

C. Sinewy

D. Joy A – B C – D B – D A – D d
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Four words are given below. Choose the pair of words that most nearly 

mean the SAME or OPPOSITE of each other.

A. Deliberate

B. Extravagant

C. Mundane

D. Exciting A – B B – C C – D A – C c

529

Four words are given below. Choose the pair of words that most nearly 

mean the SAME or OPPOSITE of each other.

A. Stimulant

B. Recreant

C. Persecute

D. Faithful A – B C – D A – C B – D d

530

Pick out the most effective word from the given options to fill in the blanks 

of the following question.

My maternal uncle died _______ cancer

Toby Jones was elected the President _______ the Nation Since Of From With b

531

Pick out the most effective word from the given options to fill in the blanks 

of the following question.

Tom ________ his feelings for Sneha in front of the entire class.

 

The umpire _______ the batsman out even before the appeal. Made Declared Justified Domesticated b
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Pick out the most effective word from the given options to fill in the blanks 

of the following question.

He worked as _________ labour in a small firm

No job was too _________ for him as he was in desperate need of some 

cash Profess Multiple Horrific Menial d

533

Pick out the most effective word from the given options to fill in the blanks 

of the following question.

A large ______ had gathered outside the theater to protest against the play.

 

In spite of the rain, the home team played before a 35,000 strong ________ Crowd Player Moist Bracket a

534

Pick out the most effective word from the given options to fill in the blanks 

of the following question.

He ________ back at me from the top of the tower

I frantically __________ my arms at him to turn back before it was too late Socialized Made Waved Slept c

535

The following questions consist of a single sentence with one blank only. 

You are given six words as answer choices and from the six choices you 

have to pick up two correct answers, either of which will make the 

sentence meaningfully complete. 

1917 was also when Annie Besant bought an English daily, The Madras 

Standard, and, _________ it New India, made it South India’s leading paper. 

A. Renaming

B. Rechristening

C. Redundant

D. Regressed A-B B-C C-D D-E a
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The following questions consist of a single sentence with one blank only. 

You are given six words as answer choices and from the six choices you 

have to pick up two correct answers, either of which will make the 

sentence meaningfully complete. 

Education that lets students speak, makes them think, and helps them                              

                   how democracy works. 

(A) appropriate  (B) understand  (C) comprehend  (D) irrelevant (E) relevant 

(F) peripheral (A) and (B) (B) and (C  ) (C) and (D) (D) and (E) b

537

The following questions consist of a single sentence with one blank only. 

You are given six words as answer choices and from the six choices you 

have to pick up two correct answers, either of which will make the 

sentence meaningfully complete. 

In Nagaland, the ruling Nagaland People’s Front (NPF) has had a/an                         

         year with Chief Minister T.R. Zeliang returning to power in July 2017 

after being ousted a few months earlier over reservations in urban local 

bodies.

(A) noisy  (B) tranquil  (C) turbulent  (D) unstable (E) peaceful  (F) agitated (A) and (B) (D) and (E) (C) and (D) (E) and (F) c

538

The following questions consist of a single sentence with one blank only. 

You are given six words as answer choices and from the six choices you 

have to pick up two correct answers, either of which will make the 

sentence meaningfully complete. 

A broad-based recovery in global growth may be gathering steam, but the 

price the world will have to pay for it is still                            . 

(A) unfortunate  (B) unnecessary  (C) unique (D) unknown  (E) unspecified  

(F) untenable (A) and (B) (C) and (D) (D) and (E) (E) and (F) c
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The following questions consist of a single sentence with one blank only. 

You are given six words as answer choices and from the six choices you 

have to pick up two correct answers, either of which will make the 

sentence meaningfully complete. 

It is not a bad idea to                            old committee reports with a view to 

considering their possible implementation. 

(A) revisit  (B) stay  (C) frequent  (D) few  (E) reconsider  (F) incessant (A) and (B) (B) and © (C) and (E) (E) and (A) d

540

The following question consists of a sentence(s) with one blank only. You 

are given six words as answer choices and from the six choices you have to 

pick up two correct answers, either of which will make the sentence 

meaningfully complete.

If India were to take important _________ to include women more in the 

economy, Lagarde has said that full gender equality could actually lead to a 

situation where over a period of time GDP could be perhaps 27% higher.

A. Strides

B. Measures

C. Loopholes

D. Sables

E. Secession

F. Schism A and B B and C D and F E and F a
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The following question consists of a sentence(s) with one blank only. You 

are given six words as answer choices and from the six choices you have to 

pick up two correct answers, either of which will make the sentence 

meaningfully complete.

On the demonetisation move, Kotak (whose $10.9 billion fortune makes 

him Asia's wealthiest banker and the eighth-richest person in India) said 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi's _________ on cash is pushing investments 

into the nation's stock market. 

A. Clampdown

B. Build

C. Rumble

D. Stomp

E. Crackdown

F. Pickup A and D C and A E and A F and A c
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The following question consists of a sentence(s) with one blank only. You 

are given six words as answer choices and from the six choices you have to 

pick up two correct answers, either of which will make the sentence 

meaningfully complete.

At the same conference last year, Chinese President Xi Jinping caught the 

attention of the world when he essentially sought to take up the 

_________ of global leadership that the U.S., under President Donald 

Trump, seemed to have carelessly discarded. 

A. Mantle

B. Mask

C. Pretence

D. Responsibility

E. Facade

F. Charade A and B A and D B and E C and F b
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The following question consists of a sentence(s) with one blank only. You 

are given six words as answer choices and from the six choices you have to 

pick up two correct answers, either of which will make the sentence 

meaningfully complete.

In a capitalist economic system, production is carried out for private profit, 

and decisions regarding investment and _________ of factor inputs are 

determined by business owners in factor markets.

A. Apprehension

B. Abjudication

C. Allocation

D. Apportionment

E. Absconsion

F. Accusation A and B B and C C and D D and E c
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The following question consists of a sentence(s) with one blank only. You 

are given six words as answer choices and from the six choices you have to 

pick up two correct answers, either of which will make the sentence 

meaningfully complete.

The analysis of economic systems traditionally focused on the _________ 

and comparisons between market economies and planned economies, and 

on the distinctions between capitalism and socialism.

A. Preparations

B. Raiments

C. Contrasts

D. Raconteurs

E. Dichotomies

F. Congregations A and B C and D C and E E and F c

545

Directions: In the question below is given a statement followed by two 

conclusions numbered I and II. You have to assume everything in the 

statement to be true, then consider the two conclusions together and 

decide which of them logically follows beyond a reasonable doubt from the 

information given in the statement.

Statement:

Good health is a luxury in country ‘Z’ thus expectation of life is very high as 

compared to other nations of that region.

Conclusions:

I. People in country ‘Z’ can afford to have all luxuries of life.

II. Good health is a gift of the nature.

Only conclusion I 

follows.

Only conclusion II 

follows. Either I or II follows.

Neither I nor II 

follows. c
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Directions: In the question below is given a statement followed by two 

conclusions numbered I and II. You have to assume everything in the 

statement to be true, then consider the two conclusions together and 

decide which of them logically follows beyond a reasonable doubt from the 

information given in the statement.

Statement: The eligibility for admission to the course is minimum second 

class Graduate degree. However, the candidates who have appeared for 

the final year examination of Graduation can also apply.

Conclusions:

I. All candidates who have yet to get their Bachelor’s degree will be there in 

the list of selected candidates.

II. All candidates having obtained second class Bachelor’s degree will be 

there in the list of selected candidates.

Only conclusion I 

follows.

Only conclusion II 

follows. Either I or II follows.

Neither I nor II 

follows. d
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Directions: In the question given below one or more statement is/are 

followed by inferential conclusions. The conclusion which can be derived 

without supposing anything else. i.e. without adding anything extra to the 

statement (s) is your answer

Statement: The state government imposes a monthly tax on the salary of all 

the employees.

Conclusions:

(a) A regular collection, irrespective of the income slab, by the Central govt. 

is the income tax.

(b) The Central govt. should not collect any tax on income.

(c) Income tax should not vary according to the income slabs.

(d) Tax should be imposed only once on an individual.

(e) The State govt. should not impose any tax on income. a b c d b
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Directions: In the question given below one or more statement is/are 

followed by inferential conclusions. The conclusion which can be derived 

without supposing anything else. i.e. without adding anything extra to the 

statement (s) is your answer.

Statement: There are chances of hike in the electricity tariff soon. This 

proposal will bring about a sharp increase for the industrial consumers and 

marginal increase for the domestic consumers.

Conclusions:

(a) At present there is a disparity in the electricity tariff between the 

domestic and the industrial consumers.

(b) Industrial consumers consume more electricity than the domestic users.

(c) Consumption of electricity by the industrial consumer is comparatively 

lower than the domestic user.

(d) After this hike, the electricity board will start making profit.

(e) If this proposal is accepted, then industrial output will get positively 

affected. a b c d b
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Directions: In the question given below one or more statement is/are 

followed by inferential conclusions. The conclusion which can be derived 

without supposing anything else. i.e. without adding anything extra to the 

statement (s) is your answer.

Statement: PVC shoe producers union has welcomed the announcement of 

relief on production surcharge from Rs. 50 per pair to Rs 75 per pair.

Conclusions:

(a) All PVC shoe producers are members of this union.

(b) Relief on production surcharge of Rs 50 on every pair to shoes, had 

been given only recently.

(c) Union had demanded an increase in relief.

(d) Govt. will collect more production surcharge.

(e) Other producers will also demand relief on production surcharge. a b c d c
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Directions: In the question given below one or more statement is/are 

followed by inferential conclusions. The conclusion which can be derived 

without supposing anything else. i.e. without adding anything extra to the 

statement (s) is your answer.

Statement:

Vehicular source contributes 60% to the total pollution level of Delhi, as 

informed in the Rajya Sabha today.

Conclusions: 

(a) The court has ordered that the main source of pollution should be 

identified.

(b) The problem of pollution is high in the work list.

(c) In the other cities also, vehicular source contributes around the same 

percentage level of pollution.

(d) This matter was raised first in the Lok Sabha.

(e) Not many towns in India face the problem of pollution. a b c d b
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Directions: In the question given below one or more statement is/are 

followed by inferential conclusions. The conclusion which can be derived 

without supposing anything else. i.e. without adding anything extra to the 

statement (s) is your answer.

Statement: The Education Secretary said that it was extremely necessary 

that professional researchers along with practical school teachers conduct 

the practical research.

Conclusions:

(a) Practical teachers know the techniques of research.

(b) Professional researchers are quite aware of the problems related to the 

school education.

(c) Educational Secretary was speaking to the school students.

(d) There is a communication gap between researchers and the practical 

school teachers.

(e) School education is quite a specialized field and so long as the teacher is 

not trained, the standard of education cannot be qualitatively better. a b c d d
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In each question below is given a statement followed by two conclusions 

numbered I and II. You have to assume everything in the statement to be 

true, then consider the two conclusions together and decide which of them 

logically follows beyond a reasonable doubt from the information given in 

the statement. Give answers accordingly. 

Statement: Population increase coupled with depleting resources is going 

to be the scenario of many developing countries in the days to come.

Conclusions: 

I. The population of developing countries will not continue to increase in 

future.

II. It will be very difficult for the governments of developing countries to 

provide its people decent quality of life.

Only conclusion I 

follows.

Only conclusion II 

follows. Either I or II follows.

Neither I nor II 

follows. b

553

In each question below is given a statement followed by two conclusions 

numbered I and II. You have to assume everything in the statement to be 

true, then consider the two conclusions together and decide which of them 

logically follows beyond a reasonable doubt from the information given in 

the statement. Give answers accordingly. 

Statement: The distance of 900 km by road between Bombay and Jafra will 

be reduced to 280 km by sea.  This will lead to a saving of Rs.7.92 crores 

per annum on fuel.

Conclusions:

I. Transportation by sea is cheaper than by road.

II. Fuel will be saved to the greatest extent.

Only conclusion I 

follows.

Only conclusion II 

follows. Either I or II follows.

Neither I nor II 

follows. b
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Directions: In the question below a statement followed by two assumptions 

numbered I and II has been given. An assumption is something supposed or 

taken for granted. You are required to consider the statement and the 

following assumptions and decide which of the assumptions and decide 

which of the assumptions is implicit in the statement.

Statement: In today’s economic crisis only the ideals of limited family and 

hard labor in the field of education can lead India towards prosperity.

Assumptions:

I. Ideals of limited family and hard labor in the field of education are 

correlated with India’s prosperity.

II. A large family faces difficulty in bearing the expenses on education.

Only assumption I is 

implicit 

Only assumption II is 

implicit

Either assumption I 

or assumption II is 

implicit

Neither assumption I 

nor assumptions are 

implicit a

555

Directions: In question below is given a statement followed by two 

assumptions numbered I and II. You have to consider the statements and 

the following assumptions and decide which of the assumptions is implicit 

in the statement.

Statement: If you have any problems, consult the teacher.

Assumptions:

I. You have some problems.

II. The teacher can solve any problem.

Only assumption I is 

implicit.

Only assumption II is 

implicit.

Either assumption I 

or II is implicit.

Neither assumption I 

nor II is implicit. d

556

Some people still listen only to the radio instead of downloading songs. 

Apparently, they do not want to miss the thrill of accidentally listening to a 

song that they did not expect to listen to.

Which of the following is a statement that can be inferred from the facts 

stated in the above statement?

Songs cannot be 

downloaded from the 

radio.

Unexpected songs 

are easier to 

remember.

One cannot discover 

songs by accident 

when they are 

downloading them.

Downloading is 

expensive. a
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What inference can you draw from the following two statements?

I. Hybrid plants are resistant to fungus.

II. Fungus infection reduces the life of plants.

Fungus attacks hybrid 

plants.

Yield is more in 

hybrid plants.

All plants are hybrid 

plants.

For a long life-span 

grow hybrid plants. d

558

“If a person is rich, he has a lot of influence.” What inference can you draw 

from the above statement?

Poor people cannot 

have influence.

Ram has a lot of 

influence, so he is 

rich.

Govind is not rich, so 

he does not have a 

lot of influence.

Kamala is rich, so she 

has a lot of influence. d

559

Recent statistics have shown that child labor has increased in urban areas. 

These children are exploited at a tender age and made to do odd jobs.

Which of the following is a statement that can be inferred from the facts 

stated in the above statement?

Migration to big cities 

should be checked.

Child labor is a 

problem in urban 

areas.

The plight of the 

exploitation should 

be examined properly. None of the above b

560

Till the early 1970s, wetlands were largely unappreciated, rejected and 

disregarded as ecosystems and viewed as landscapes only. In human terms, 

they were considered of little or no value, providing breeding grounds for 

insects such as mosquitoes, obstructing overland and water transportation, 

curtailing the amount of land available for agriculture and inhibiting the 

growth of settlements. So they were reclaimed for human use. Since then a 

deliberate and determined lobby has been arguing for their conservation.

Which of the following is an inference which can be made from the facts 

stated in the above paragraph?

Even in the 21st 

Century wetlands are 

considered to be 

wastelands and 

viewed as landscapes 

only.

Conservationists are 

trying to create more 

awareness regarding 

wetlands and their 

importance in human 

development.

Mosquitoes consider 

wetlands to be ideal 

breeding grounds.

Wetlands need to be 

conserved for the 

sustainable 

development of 

human kind. b

561

Hooghly River is the main source of water for the Kolkata Metropolitan 

Region. Siltation and reduction in flow pose a problem for Kolkata Port and 

civic life in the metropolitan area. Groundwater is also not a dependable 

source due to deterioration in quality and quantity. Rainy season in India, 

causes flooding in a flat topography, where sporadic and unplanned 

urbanization has taken place. A well planned, organized and efficient 

management of water resource and waste disposal is needed for 

environmental and ecological stability.

Which of the following is an inference which can be made from the facts 

stated in the above paragraph?

Kolkata needs a 

proper efficient 

water resource 

management system 

if it wants to be 

sustainable in the 

near future.

The Kolkata 

Metropolitan area’s 

main source of water 

is the Hooghly river 

and other sources of 

ground water.

Efficient water 

management coupled 

with proper waste 

disposal is needed for 

the sustainable 

development of any 

major urban area.

Kolkata Port faces a 

lot of problems due 

to heavy siltation in 

the Hooghly river. a
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The following question consists of a sentence(s) with one blank only. You 

are given six words as answer choices and from the six choices you have to 

pick up two correct answers, either of which will make the sentence 

meaningfully complete.

The _________ economy can have a big effect on how your business does 

because if there isn't much excess cash around its hard to get your hands 

on it.

A. National

B. Global

C. Traditional

D. Periodical

E. Unversal

F. Fuel A and B A and F B and E C and D a
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The following question consists of a sentence(s) with one blank only. You 

are given six words as answer choices and from the six choices you have to 

pick up two correct answers, either of which will make the sentence 

meaningfully complete.

India currently ranks third among the countries with large number of new 

businesses. With the number of PE & VC investors increasing, ________ 

constraints are also easing up.

A. Difficult

B. Funding

C. Resource

D. Financial

E. Commercial

F. Legal A and C A and F B and D C and F d
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The following question consists of a sentence(s) with one blank only. You 

are given six words as answer choices and from the six choices you have to 

pick up two correct answers, either of which will make the sentence 

meaningfully complete.

Global economy is a term which refers to the world-wide economic activity 

between various countries that are considered ________ and thus can 

affect other countries negatively or positively. 

A. Brilliant

B. Intertwined

C. Mysterious

D. Gaffe

E. Liberal

F. Interlinked A and C B and F D and E C and E b
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The following question consists of a sentence(s) with one blank only. You 

are given six words as answer choices and from the six choices you have to 

pick up two correct answers, either of which will make the sentence 

meaningfully complete.

There is a dire need to strengthen global precautions in order to prevent 

_________ losses.

A. Mesmerizing

B. Deleterious

C. Precautionary

D. Devastating

E. Emancipating

F. Meager B and D C and A D and F B and E a

566

Pick out the most effective word from the given options to fill in the blanks 

of the following sentences.

a) He was completely _________ after the long drive.

b) All she owned was a _________ guitar, but the music she made was still 

beautiful. Overworked Tired Broken Knackered b
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The following question consists of a sentence(s) with one blank only. You 

are given six words as answer choices and from the six choices you have to 

pick up two correct answers, either of which will make the sentence 

meaningfully complete.

There is a dire need to strengthen global precautions in order to prevent 

_________ losses.

A. Mesmerizing

B. Deleterious

C. Precautionary

D. Devastating

E. Emancipating

F. Meager B and D C and A D and F B and E a

568

Pick out the most effective word from the given options to fill in the blanks 

of the following sentences.

a) She was known for her fashion sense but at times her _________ color 

sense was off putting.

b) He was telling a _________ story which she did not like.  Restrained Muted Subtle Lurid d

569

Pick out the most effective word from the given options to fill in the blanks 

of the following sentences.

a) The river Ganges flows in sweeping _________ in its lower course.

b) His conversations always _________ between the rational and whimsical. Meanders Bends Loops Rambles a
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Pick out the most effective word from the given options to fill in the blanks 

of the following sentences.

a) Gerald Durell, the famed conservationist _________ several audio books 

for the purpose of charity.  

b) I _________ to him in great detail my visit to the hills this summer. Spoke Reported Narrated Portrayed c

571

Pick out the most effective word from the given options to fill in the blanks 

of the following sentences.

a) He was dressed in _________ fashion and this caused quite a gossip in 

the social circles.

b) Her entire story regarding the alien landing was _________ . Unconventional Outlandish High Fantastic b

572

Pick out the most effective word from the given options to fill in the blanks 

of the following sentences.

a) Since I was in the car but not the driver, I do not believe I should have to 

pay _________ to the hit-and-run victim.

b) Instead of jail time, the shoplifter has been ordered to pay a huge sum of 

money as _________ for the stolen items. Replacement Satisfaction Reward Restitution d

573

Pick out the most effective word from the given options to fill in the blanks 

of the following sentences.

a) She was a young actor with great _________.

b) Despite initial problems, the advertisement promised great _________ 

to attract the customers. Potential Enthusiasm Plenteous Pertinent a

574

Pick out the most effective word from the given options to fill in the blanks 

of the following sentences.

a) Her words did nothing to _________ the anger boiling within him.

b) Various means were tried to _________ the rebellion. Calm Abolish Prompt Quell d
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Choose the correct meaning of the proverb/idiom.

As simple as that Easily remembered Easily legible Easier said than done Not complicated at all d

576

Choose the correct meaning of the proverb/idiom.

A lot on my plate

To have so many 

things to do at one 

time Unable to move To gain a lot of weight To be hungry a

577

Choose the correct meaning of the proverb/idiom.

As different as chalk and cheese

Two things are 

different, but yet 

united 

Siblings by birth but 

have nothing in 

common

To have nothing in 

common with 

someone or 

something else

To argue over 

something without 

facts and data c

578

Choose the correct meaning of the proverb/idiom.

Bun in the oven

To make all sorts of 

plans To fantasize 

To be expecting a 

good news 

To be expecting a 

baby d

579

Choose the correct meaning of the proverb/idiom.

Break the mould

To create awareness 

and shun ignorance

To do something for 

the welfare of the 

society

To do something 

extremely dangerous

To do something 

different from what is 

expected d

580

Choose the correct meaning of proverb/idiom from the given options.

Biting off more than one can chew

To have something 

done by others

To take on a task 

beyond one's 

capabilities

To do something that 

is hated by everyone

To let others do all of 

one's work b

581

Choose the correct meaning of proverb/idiom from the given options.

The jig is up

To recall the fond 

memories

To be a victim of 

someone else's 

schemes

To have one's dreams 

shattered

To have one's 

deception discovered d

582

Choose the correct meaning of proverb/idiom from the given options.

To fly off the handle

To be reckless in 

one's behaviour

To become suddenly 

enraged

To be very careless 

regarding money

To have someone 

else do one's work b

583

Choose the correct meaning of phrase/idiom from the given options.

To give someone the cold shoulder

To have something 

bad happen to oneself

To deliberately let 

something happen

To not be careless in 

one's actions

To be unwelcoming 

to someone d

584

Choose the correct meaning of phrase/idiom from the given options.

Riding shotgun

To be reckless in 

one's behaviour

To do something 

dishonourable

To sit in the front 

passenger's seat

To wish to control 

everything c
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Choose the correct meaning of phrase/idiom from the given options.

Waiting for the other shoe to drop

Waiting for an 

impossible thing to 

happen

To have something 

stolen from oneself

To be on guard about 

something

Waiting for 

something inevitable 

to happen d

586

Choose the correct meaning of phrase/idiom from the given options.

Let the cat out of the bag

To reveal a secret by 

accident

To have something 

important fail

To be regarded as 

dishonest

To do something 

reckless a

587

Choose the correct meaning of phrase/idiom from the given options.

Butter someone up

To do something 

good for someone

To flatter someone to 

get a favour

To be considered a 

fool 

To do something 

dishonest b

588

Choose the correct meaning of phrase/idiom from the given options.

On the fence

To be unwilling to 

choose a side in a 

conflict

To have something 

precious lost To be careless

To have something 

important kept 

hidden a

589

Select the meaning of the bold part in the sentence.

It is time to hit the road. Make a move Leave Arrive Work hard b

590 Choose the statement where bold word is used correctly.

The sight from the 

hilltop is beautiful.

The teacher sighted 

examples from the 

novel to prove her 

point.

She regained her site 

after the operation.

The body was found 

at the construction 

cite. a

591 Which word is not a synonym of the word ‘pecuniary’? Financial Monetary Fiscal None of the above d

592

Choose the appropriate word/phrase to complete the sentence:

The car______to a halt. Screeched Bumped Braked Broke a

593

Choose the appropriate word/phrase to complete the sentence:

At night we can hear the grasshoppers _____. Neigh Snort Chirp Chatter c

594

Choose the word most similar in meaning to the given word:

Fractious Annoying Complaining Affable Separate a

595 Which word is an antonym of the word ‘belligerent’? Peaceful Hostile Aggressive Quarrelsome a

596

Fill in the blank with the correct choice.

There was a _____ of noise. Some Lot Any Much b
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The following question presents a sentence part of which is underlined 

.Beneath the sentence you find four ways of phrasing the underlined part. 

Following the requirements of the standard written English, select the 

answer that produces the most effective sentence.

He was smoking on a regularity basis. on a regular basis. on a regularly basis. almost every day. for every day. a

598

Choose the most appropriate words from the options given below to 

complete the following sentence:

The _____teacher owns the famous coaching centre. Respected Reputed Reputably Respectfully b

599

Choose the word most similar in meaning to the given word:

Presentiment Calm Feeling Foreboding Sentimental c

600

Select the pair that best expresses the relationship similar to that 

expressed in the pair given below:

Incongruous: Symmetrical:: Muster: Gather Divide: Unite Echo: sound Lyrics: song b

601

Which one of the statements is logically valid and can be inferred from the 

sentence given below?

One inter-continental flight causes more pollution than twelve months of 

car travel.

Carbon dioxide 

emissions are higher 

from cars than flights.

Carbon dioxide 

emissions are higher 

from flights than cars.

Flights are a major 

contributor to global 

warming. None of the above. b

602 Choose the sentence which is correct according to grammar usage –

The party, which was 

hosted by them last 

night, was a success 

The party was a 

success which was 

hosted by them last 

night.

It was a success party 

which was hosted by 

them last night.

Last night, a 

successful party was 

hosted by them. a

603 Choose the sentence where the word has been used correctly:

She grated the 

carrots.

She was greatful 

towards him.

The grate power of 

the Axis was 

vanquished.

The grateness of the 

kings was known. a

604

Which of the following options is closest in meaning to the sentence below?

The caretaker could not look after the garden when we were gone.

The caretaker could 

not take care of the 

garden when we 

were gone.

The caretaker was 

irresponsible towards 

the garden when we 

were gone

The caretaker planted 

new trees in the 

garden when we 

were gone. None of the above a
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605

Read the sentence to spot the error. 

She thanked him (1)/ knowing fully aware (2)/ that she could never (3)/ 

repay his kindness (4). 1 2 3 4 b

606

Select the pair that best expresses the relationship similar to that 

expressed in the pair given below:

Skin: Dermatology:: Nephrology: Kidneys Orthopaedics: Bones Brain: Neurology Kidneys: Nephrology d

607 Find out the wrongly spelt word: Zealous Committee Souvenior Allotted c

608 That house …….. to peter: belongs  is belonging to is belonged to was belonged to a

609 He is ….. going near an elephant. afraid afraid of  feared  fearing b

610 The older we grow: the wiser we became  wiser we become the wisest we become  we grow wiser a

611  The teacher asked Ravi:

whether he saw the 

exhibition

whether he had seen 

the exhibition

whether had seen the 

exhibition 

whether he will see 

the exhibition b

612 We shall wait here: until you return  until you will return until you returned until you had returned a

613 Neither of the two speakers ……. eloquent were had  was being c

614 It has been raining ……. last night For  at since till c

615 The price of petrol is higher than diesel  the diesel of diesel that of diesel d

616 No sooner had she heard the sad news ……… she burst in to tears. when before than  then c

617 They discussed …… the border issue at the summit. about  of against none d

618 I would resign if I …….. you am  was were  had c

619 Dessert means:

sand covered large 

area if barren land 

 sweet savory 

confection abandon  detailed study b

620 The opposite of the word ‘Sympathy’ Apathy  Pride Angry  Pity a

621 The dacoits …… to the police after much resistance gave up  turned down  gave in passed away c

622

The president A.P.J Abdul Kalam …….. the nation to stand united in the fight 

against terrorism called on  called at called off called upon d

623 Never look a gift horse in the mouth  in the park in the zoo in the stable a

624 Carpenter is related to furniture, in the same way Goldsmith is related to: Ornaments  Necklace  Chain Bangles c

625  Find the related word Thunder : Rain :: ….. : Night Day  Dark Dusk Evening b

626 Find the pair which is differently related in comparison with the others: Labourer : Industry Teacher : Classroom  Driver : Vehicle  Doctor : Patient a

627 Luxuriant Beautiful Luxurious Abundant lovely c

628 Memorable Memorial worth remembering mending striking b
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629 Officious concerning office legal interfering permissible c

630 Opulous Popular Respectful Populated(thickly) hard working c

631 Vocation Holiday Occupation break-up virtue b

632 Illegible Fit Illegal not readable elective c

633 Illicit Illegal Draw Differ postpone a

634 Defer Differ Respect Postpone disagree c

635 Proscribe Fix Order

prohibit sale and 

publication continue the use of c

636 Imperious Proud Temper Tamper distant a

637

Choose the sentence which is grammatically incorrect.

A. May received a cool reception on her first visit to India last November, 

with Prime Minister Narendra Modi stressing the importance not only of 

trade but also of freedom of movement for his country's skilled workers. 

B. While Ms. Jayalalithaa may had denied any “fissiparous” intent in her 

demand for more freedom, the struggles of the European Union in 

balancing common market policies for economically diverse nations should 

serve as a gentle reminder for an even more diverse India.

C. Much income and wealth in non-western countries is obtained or held 

extra-legally through black market and underground activities such as 

unregistered businesses, informal property ownership arrangements, etc

D. Whatever be the reasons, it is quite evident that the priorities of a more 

prosperous State will be quite different from those that are still very poor. A B C D b
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638

Choose the sentence which is grammatically incorrect.

A. In India, the world's fastest-growing large economy with a population of 

1.3 billion, Britain has a massive market opportunity - but also a 

counterpart not known for favouring free trade.

B. Americans pay more for broadband Internet, food, airline tickets and 

banking services than the citizens of any other advanced nation.

C. Most of these States started at roughly the same levels of per capita GDP 

in 1960.

D. In five decades, some have outperformed the rest, led to a dramatic 

reshuffle of their ranking. A B C D d

639

In the question below, a part of the sentence is highlighted. Below are 

given alternatives to the highlighted part which may improve the sentence. 

Choose the correct alternative. In case no improvement is needed, choose 

'No improvement.'

India’s banks, staggering under the world’s highest bad-asset ratio, may be 

pushed to wind up or combine with rivals if its capital levels fall below set 

ratios under new guidelines issued by the country’s central bank. Unless there If thus If their No improvement c

640

Choose an appropriate word from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually. 

Focus on solving the refugee problems and drawing plans for ………… 

development was less evident.

short-range sustainable needless merit b

641

Choose an appropriate phrase from the options to suitably fill the blank in 

the sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically 

and contextually.

…………………; the logo and the product were repeatedly flashed with jingle 

that dinned the name into our heads.

There was a time 

when visual 

advertising styles 

were blatantly direct

It was this kind of 

advertising that 

paved the way

There was no escape 

from the 

bombardment

Similar products are 

clubbed together by a 

brand inspired 

generic name

a

642

Physically we are now all neighbors, but psychologically, we are ______ to 

each other.
primitives complimentary strangers cowards c
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643

The question below comprises four scattered segments of a paragraph. 

Identify from among the four choices the sequences that correctly 

assemble the segments and complete the paragraph.

A. So he decided to resign. Having made the decision to resign, he did not 

listen to anyone else.

B. Samir fell for Nishal’s prevarication, and even though he was the most 

hard-working of the lot, he thought he was going to be fired.

C. Nishal wanted Samir’s job and found a way to get him out of the job.

D. Nishal used his cunning nature to get to him.

ACDB ACBD CDBA BCDA c

644 The police ___ the mob.  scattered   disbanded  drove dispersed d

645 Oh! Such a pretty girl. Whom has she _____?  taken after  took after  taken by  took by a

646  The pilot was ___  injured, he died within half an hour. seriously fatally  fatefully vitally b

647
An employment advertisement should _____  the number of vacancies.  Clever  Enthusiastic Curious Devoted c

648 He did not pay any heed to my advice. Country-made Pastoral  Provincial Rural d

649 The entire nation grieved over the death of the prime minister. provide declare contain specify d

650 He is very polite to his parents and treats them with deference. not to open to not open not opening in opening a

651 He always makes so much noise when he ................................, because as in case since b

652 Tolstory was a ....................russian writer Pushed me up Blown me up Called me off Backed me up d

653 A female sheep is called a ................. Much More Many Large c

654 You should act bravely ................difficulties. Have been Has been Am Will be a

655 He was ..................crying. For On Upon Towards c

656
He refused to attend the meeting.......................his illness. Had respected Had been respecting Was respected Respected c

657 A kind of large flower that grows in water. Were a father Had been a father Fathered Were father b

658 Ground military operation with a set purpose is called.  respect  caution  attention  none of these c

659 Someone who offer himself to do something without being paid.  cried  wept  mourned  harrashed c

660 A person who lives next door is called.  respect  prayer  diffculty  pride a

661 A person who flies an aeroplane is called.  chews  choose  chewed  cheau a

662  A place where all kinds of pleasures are available.  grate  gerat  great  greet c

663
A place where birds from many countries come for shelter is called.  ewe  you  in  the a

664

Stories handed down form older times containing early belifes of a race are 

called.
 in the hope of  in the rear of  in the face of  in the teeth of c

665 A dishonest person who plays tricks on other is called,  on the part of  on the point of  on the ground of  none of these b
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666 Time duration when a team is batting is called,  on part of  on point of  on the ground of  with a view to c

667 Remaims of very old plants and animals are called.  rose  lotus  sunflower  lilly b

668 When we save some thing from injury or decay we are .......it.  attack  campaign  defeat  retreat b

669 A place where bees live and store honey called.  volunteer  leader  preacher  servant a

670 To make environment dirty and unhealthy is called.  friend  neighbour  lover  relative b

671 Mainbody of salt water on earth is known as.  driver  crew  pilot  captain c

672 A place where young plants are raised is called.  circus  cinema hall  theatre  paradise d

673 A substance which causes death if absorbed by living beings.  resting  neat  sanctuary  migration c

674  He didn`t eat his ................dessert.  tales  hearsay  myths  false c

675 What ..............you doing tonight.  helper  rogue  robber  decoit b

676
he two younger ones decided..............themselves to clear the kitchen.  batting time  bowling time  innings  filding a

677 It`s time to............our by laws.  symbols  signs  fossils  old stuff c

678 He was under the.............that he could ply.  preserving  saving  creating  decomposing a

679 No one under 18 in...............,  hive  nest  cottage  tree a

680  ..............people are doing business online today.  pollute  dameg  global warming  slumps a

681 Strong emotions can ..........your health.  river  ocean  tank  lake b

682 The weather conditions forced them to then turn back.  park  garden  nursery  forest c

683 What is the.............for the meeting tomorrow  oil  poison  milk  drugs b

684  It is illegal to................the speed limit.  portion  proportin  ark  are b

685 Would it be better to make our own rules or..............theirs?  are  our  hour  in a

686 She was.............at using graphics to illustrate complex ideas.  bitwin  between  among  allternatively b

687 I know all the answers on the test.........the last one.  accept  access  excess  except d

688   I doubt he will................to the arrangement.  accent  ascent  access  assent d

689  Please..............my site to your bookmark list.  assess  ad  adapt  add d

690 The back door is...................from this path.  assessable  excessible  accessible  adaptable c

691 Do not ...................in the affairs of others.  meadl  medial  meddle  med c

692  He .................better but he did anyway.  knew  new  nwe  knell a

693 A doughnut has a .............in the center.  hole  whoule  holm  none a

694 Only ............can make my life complete.  ewe  you  yew  none of these b

695 Shkespeare was a famous play-  right  write  wright  writ c

696 He ...................sandwiches for their lunch.  made  maid  mad  mead a

697 The honeybee returned to...............hive.  its  it`s  eats  it a

698 If you don`t sit down ....................scream.  aisle  isle  i`ll  none of these c

699 A chrismas treat is ..........pudding.  plum  piumb  pluma  none of these a

700 The cow kicked over the milk....................  pail  pale  pal  palate a

701  He had his .....................on a tweed jacked.  i  eye  ear  ewe b

702 There are seven days in one................  week  weak  weal  eakk a
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703 I would ...............like to go with you.  knot  not  nanught  none of these b

704 Queen elizabeth-2nd..............england.  rains  reigns  rein  none of these b

705 My bicycle tire has a slow...............  leak  lee  leek  leanch a

706 The ................of reckoning has come.  hour  our  hover  houri a

707  Daddy are we almost ..............yet.  they`re  their  there  none of these c

708 Is there any ....................in the soup.  meat  meet  maet  none of these c

709 I don`t have to ..................there until evening.  bee  been  be  baen c

710 He ate the ..........cake  whole  hole  wholl  hoal a

711 The american flag is ..................white and blue.  red  black  reds  raed a

712 I..............too much for dinner.  eight  ate  eat  aet b

713   ...............has torn my notebook?  radha  whom  who  why c

714 The jugglar will..........monkey`s drama.  show  see  look  persent a

715 Give me ...............of the shirts.  every  either  neither  none of these b

716 Ramu had lost........pens he had.  the few  a few  few  any a

717 Didn`t he give you book yesterday?  some  any  a few  in b

718 patel played .............shots in his innings.  any  some  various  none of these c

719 ............flowers bloom but..................flower bloom to die unseen.  many ,all  all,many  a,few  many ,many a d

720 They have...........books in the library.  all  plenty of  the  few b

721
The children...................crackers to celebrate the festival of deepawali.  fire  burst  break  shoot b

722 Sometimes it is difficult to deal.......................a problem child.  with  at  of  on a

723 However honest she..............i do not trust her.  may be  is  can be  could be a

724  ................the rain stopped the play has to be suspended.  when  while  until  unless c

725 It is ten year since i.................him.  have seen  had seen  would have seen  saw d

726 Saurav ganguly................a century in that match.  played  scored  hit  bowled b

727 She............all her energies to bear upon the task.  put  devoted  broought  organised c

728 Popularity was his...........to find fault with other.  ability  notoriety  propensity  none of these c

729 They have ...............up the deficit.  covered  filled  pulled  made d

730 Will you like to have some tea..............coffee.  but  not  or  nor c

731 My friend will come back...............saturday.  by  in  on  at a

732 Write your name................the top of the page.  on  in  at  over c

733 Mr. sharma is in hospital.he has been there.....................monday.  for  from  on  since d

734 The bridge which was made.................the river was very strong.  under  over  by  with b

735 It was a slow train.it stopped.................every station.  in  by  at  n c

736 The railway line runs..............the road upto 10 km.  by  along  in  the b

737 A snake is killed......................a stick.  by  the  in  with d

738 She is diving.................the river.  in  at  on  into d

739 I always go to school.............foot.  on  in  the  by a
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740 He has been teaching english in the collage................2005.  since  at  in  on a

741 We play games..............the evening.  on  the  in  at c

742  Cheese is made................milk.  in  of  from  the b

743 My father goes to office.............car.  by  in  the  none a

744 I watched a good film............t.v.  on  the  by  in a

745 My friend has been living in london................15th sept.2010.  in  since  in to  for b

746  Scores of teachers are rewarded............their noble deeds.  about  by  on  for d

747 There was a long queue of people.................the reservation hall.  on  in  the  for b

748 I need some more...................for the cake. chews choose chewed cheau A

749  Where did the dog ..........the bone. bury berry bary barry A

750 Do you ....................which is right? know now  no  none of these A

751 I would like ...............tea please  week weak waek wake B

752  Are you ..............or left handded. right  wreite rite kleft A

753  I...............my bike yesterday so my legs are sore. rode  road rod  raod A

754 .....................you like coffee or tea. would wood could  cold A

755  He said he ..................where the place was. knew  new know go A

756 My father .........me for my good work. applaud applauding have applauded applauded D

757 ....................can solve this sum if you like. you her any ones A

758   I have found the pen................i lost, what when which  none of these C

759 This news is................ right    true fresh  none of these B

760 I say.............i mean.  that what as  all of these B

761  ................what a tell building. what who oh wow D

762  She and .................are good friends.  me  us  my  i D

763

No sooner had he entered the room.........the light went out and everyone 

started talking loudly.
 than  but  if and A

764 A...........of rains splattered against the windowpanes. drop splash gush  flurry B

765 Sujata got married............sohan. by  to  over at B

766  ............lazy he got late. because  being due to  since B

767  Smoking is.....................drinking.  as good as worse  better than  as bad as D

768 My father ..............prefer swift to i10. can  may would is C

769 If seema...............me she would be delighted.  would see saw see  had see B

770 Always ..............for pick pockets.  look for look at look up  look out D

771  The tops................were covered with snow. in the mountains of the mountains on the mountains at the mountains B

772   ................i switch on the television.  shall  will dare need A

773 This shirt is mine but.................is yours,  those  these that each C

774  I shall leave...............america next month.  to  down  off for D

775 Ramesh has ..............money.  much  large long  heavy A

776  A huge rock came...............down the mountain.  forwarding rolling sailing droping B
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777 To mix up with him is.............my dignity. according  as  with below D

778  Irfan was buried............he died. when  after  it  before A

779  My mother educated me................she got me a good job.  moreover as  in  me A

780  I congratulate you...............your success. on the in  at A

781 She is intelligent..........slow working. and  so  that  but D

782 She wants to get rid.........black cat.  for of in  the B

783  We shall leave the place................7 p.m. on in  the at D

784 He spoke...................the subject for an hour regularly. on  the  of an A

785 This watch is a gift.................my mother.  by from  of in B

786  Never laugh............the poor.  on  from to at D

787 I go................swim every morning.  to  in  the for D

788 The poor have to work.......................morning to evening. in  to  from at C

789 They will go.................plane. on  in  by  from B

790  He did not pay any heed to my advice.  respect caution  attention none of these c

791 My husband ______ over my decision to quit the job. Pushed me up Blown me up Called me off Backed me up d

792 I ______ doing this work for a few weeks. Have been Has been Am Will be a

793

Although he spoke English ___________, his knowledge of the same was 

not ________. Well, good Good, well Bad, well Exquisite, well a

794 Always :Never Often : Rarely Frequently : Normally

Constantly : 

Frequently

Intermittently: 

Casually a

795 Insult : Humiliate Shoot : Kill Abuse : Happy Dog : Bark Injury : Pungent a

796 ______ Ramayana is one of the many religious texts of the Hindus. a an the no c

797 Stop ________ nonsense. Making Talking In talking In making b

798 ___ my father __ my mother are from Mumbai. Both, and Either, or Both, with Even, and a

799 I met ___ old man in the train. some a an the c

800

In the question, an incomplete statement (Stem) followed by fillers is given. 

Pick out the best one which can complete the incomplete stem correctly 

and meaningfully.

When everything falls into place

Then things do not 

end well

It will give rise to 

arguments

It is considered 

auspicious

Things get 

unpredictable c

801 Identify the given sentrnce: Oh my God! That is stunning Imperative Exclamatory Declarative Interrrogative b

802 what is the synonym of: Curious Unconcerened Inquisitive Disinterested Ordinary b

803 Fill in the blank: I-------- an iPod last month have ought buy bought am buying c

804

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

It never _______   to me that the best solution _______   to let the matter 

take its own time to settle down. thought, has been occur, that occurrence, is occurred, would be d
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805

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

The principal _________ the teacher to __________ his students that the 

holiday had been cancelled. Asked, told Asked, tell Told, ask Told, tell b

806

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

Although he spoke English ___________, his knowledge of the same was 

not ________. Well, good Good, well Bad, well Exquisite, well a

807

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

__________ was the person, ___________ parents had passed away in an 

accident? Whose, who Whose, who’s Who’s, whose Who, whose d

808

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

He is an expert _____ languages but cannot articulate feelings well. In On With Of b

809

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

The organization has in a survey disclosed _______most of the Government 

schools in India lack basic amenities of toilets and drinking water What To Almost That d

810

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

The key hurdle however is often bureaucratic, the schools often need 

circulars for allowing programmes to be _______with them, something that 

is easy for a private school to do, as the decision making is more direct 

there. Conducted Conducting Had conducted Was conducted a

811

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

While class enrollments were high, the quality of education, _____ what 

children were learning was very limited. As Rather Since With b

812

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

Education is believed to be the only means for a developing nation like 

India to develop ______ and hence the RTE (Right To Education) Act was 

implemented in the year 2009 enforcing free and compulsory education to 

all children between 6 to 14 years. Greatly Great Widely Wide c
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813

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

It ____ a big pleasure when I ____ the Chief Guest yesterday. Were, Welcomed Was, welcomed Had been, Welcome Had been, welcomed b

814

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

 _____ kind at heart is way more important than _____ rich. For one to be, to be Being, Being Being, to be For one to be, being b

815

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

She _____ her mother and it is she ____ her every single day.

Looks after, who 

inspired

Looks up to, who 

inspires

Looked after, whom 

inspired

Looked up to, whom 

inspired b

816

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

He _____ and hence, he _____ his exams. His father was furious.

Had hardly studied, 

flunked

Studied hard, had 

passed

Hardly studied, had 

flunked

Had studied hard, 

passed a

817

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.

If her health is as _____ as the doctors say, I think we _____ children. Worse, should call her Bad, have called his Worse, are calling Bad, should call her d

818

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

They have not started their journey yet, ________? did they have they do they isn't it b

819

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

I at times wonder ______ what happened to the man who used to sell mud 

toys, outside our school. about of by at a

820

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

It was reported that three were killed and _______. one was injure one injured one had been injured one were injured b

821

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

He ordered me ____________ the door as it could have been a thief 

outside. not to open to not open not opening in opening a

822

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

I brought along a burger _________ I feel hungry during the movie 

although I have eaten enough. because as in case since b

823

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

My husband ______ over my decision to quit the job. Pushed me up Blown me up Called me off Backed me up d
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824

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

_________ people went to welcome the Chief Minister who was the Chief 

guest at the event in the city. Much More Many Large c

825

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

I ______ doing this work for a few weeks. Have been Has been Am Will be a

826

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

Rohit was waiting for _______ elevator to come. A An The Some c

827

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

Arrogant people often look down _______others. For On Upon Towards c

828

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

She was smart and hence she ______ by her Professors. Had respected Had been respecting Was respected Respected c

829

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

When I met you the last time, you _____ for 5 years. Were a father Had been a father Fathered Were father b

830

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

When I saw her for the first time, she ______ the attendance. Took Were taking Was taking Had been taking c

831

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

It was in 2004 that we first _____ to each other. Had talked Talked Were talking Talk b

832

Fill in the blank with the correct word.

With years, we have grown accustomed to today's world and have given up 

_____ anybody. To trust To be trusting Trusting Having trusted c

833 A ………................. Of tress (choose the correct answer) Bunch Logs Band Branch A

834

I saw a little ………............ Shivering in the rain (Choose the 

common Noun)

Neha Boy Rahul army
B

835

A ………............   of players was cheering on the play ground 

(Choose the collective Noun)

Pair Bundle Team Pack
C

836

I expressed my ………............. At his Mother's death (Abstract Noun) Anger Mercy Leniency Sorrow
D

837 I sent a ……............. Of fruits to my sister (Collective Noun) bucket basket drum none of these B
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838

I am unable to locate my new …….  Of school shoes (Collective 

Noun)

Comb flight set pair
D

839 I forgot to renew my …… to the cricket club (Collective Noun) member members list membership none of these C

840 There are …....................Fish in the river.(Collective Noun) plenty of a large amount of both A & B none of these A

841

This is the bank ……...........… was robbed yesterday (Choose the 

pronoun)

Whose Which who whom
B

842
This is my book and that is ……..........................…. (Choose the pronoun) Yours Your our ours

A

843
All of …….............. ...Went to fetch her friend from the airport (Choose the 

pronoun)
we them our none of these

B

844 Rahul looked at …................……. In the mirror (Choose the pronoun) himself each other itself none of these A

845

The train came to a halt by ……....................….. (Choose the pronoun) himself themselves Itself none of these
C

846

……......................…. Is your plan for the weekend (Choose the 

pronoun)

Which What Whom Where
B

847

The king …….............…gave the awards to the children (Choose the 

pronoun)

himself themselves myself yourselt
A

848

This is a secret pact between you and ……….................(Choose the 

pronoun)

I Me our We
B

849

The man …….........…….Stole my necklace has been arrested (Choose the 

pronoun)

Which Whose Whom Who
D

850

This is the road………...............….. Leads to Delhi (Join the pair of 

sentences)

Where That Who These
B

851

This is the lady.……….............… child was beatn up (Join the pair of 

sentences)

Whom Which Where Whose
D

852

Mrs. Sudha's and Mrs. Sandeep's houses …….........… in the same 

building. (Choose the correct answer)

is are has have
B

853

My father's wallet ……...............….. Lost. (Choose the correct answer) was were are do
A

854

School education ……. ….............a drastic change.  (Choose the correct 

answer)

need needing needs is need
C

855

A good teacher is ……...........….. ...Respected by all (Choose the suitable 

adverb)

highly more highly most highly higher
A

856

Himanshu is an excellent Student. He  .……….. goes to school (Choose the 

suitable adverb)

Usually sometimes never always
D

857

We had ………..................... fun at water park (Choose the correct adjective) many lots of few any
B
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858

There was a curfew in the town, so there was ……….. traffice on the raod  

(Choose the correct adjective)

a little the little little a few
A

859

The English paper was very ………................... ..(Choose the correct 

adjective)

simplifed correct tough tougher
C

860

Flowers and trees are God's …………............ gifts to man kind (Choose the 

correct adjective)

more precious most precious very precious prettier
B

861

……….......... Lakshdweep Islands are situated in ……….......…... .Arabian Sea. 

(Choose the correct Articles)

A, an The, an The, the none of these
C

862

Mother Teresa was ……….….. ..European but she devoted her life to social 

work as ………..............….Indian  (Choose the correct Articles)

An, an a, an a,a the, the

A

863

It has been raining heavily ………................ ..morning (Choose the 

prepositions)

for from in since
D

864

You must listen …………........ The adivce of your elders  (Choose the 

prepositions)

of to from off
B

865

During rainy season, peacocks dance ……............…. Joy (Choose the 

prepositions)

of with from to
B

866

We should be honest ……….....................Our dealings (Choose the 

prepositions)

in with from to
A

867

Bread is made …………................... Wheat (Choose the prepositions) from of with by
B

868

My sister is junior ...……..............… me in experience (Choose the 

prepositions)

to from with off
A

869

Rahul plays cricket, …………...... his brother plays tennis (Choose the 

Conjunction)

and or as but
D

870

Swetha is both intelligent ……...............…... hard working (Choose the 

Conjunction)

but and since or
B

871

I know …………........... You will win the touranament (Choose the 

Conjunction)

as so that not only
C

872

I like …………............................. Tea nor coffee  (Choose the Conjunction) either while both neither
D

873

The farmers use fertilizers …………..................... they may get a bumper crop  

 (Choose the Conjunction)

so far as so that as far as while
B

874

You will wait …………................................. I return (Choose the Conjuction) still till or but
A

875

Rita is very tired, ………….............. she can't dance today (Chooose the 

Conjuction)

as long as that is why since nevertheless
B
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876

……………............. Dhoni plays, we need not to worry about winning  

(Chooose the Conjuction)

Since So that As well as As long as
D

877

Mrs. Ram had a bad cold; …………...... she lost her voice  (Chooose the 

Conjuction)

because of this because this is because owing to
A

878

The washing machine was broken but it's working now. It ……….........….. 

yesterday afternoon (Choose the correct answer)

is repaired  was repaired is being repaired is repairing
B

879

There was a fire at the hotel last week. Two of the rooms 

…………........(Choose the correct answer)

are being damaged are damaged were demaged were being damaged
C

880

Many accidents at home ………..... ..by slippery floors (Choose the correct 

Answer)

are caused is caused is cause are cause
A

881

English ………........................….. All over the world (Choose the correct 

Answer)

is spoken is spoke spoke speaks
A

882

Plants …….............…... by the gardener every evening (Choose the correct 

answer)

are wateting is watering are watered is watered
C

883 When ………..  India …….. …... (Choose the correct answer) is, discover was, discovered did, discover were, discovered B

884

One who dies for a noble cause……………….. (Choose the correct answer) Martyr Mecenary Patriot Robber
A

885

The place for luggage at railway station ………………..(Choose the correct 

answer)

Compartment Cloak Room Waiting room Platform
B

886

A sound that cannot be heard…………...   (Choose the correct answer) Invisible Irreparable Inaudible Unheard
C

887

He wrote ………………….. for fee concession  (Choose the correct answer) an apply a letter a request an application
D

888

I couldn't understand the ……………...….. Of his speech (Choose the correct 

answer)

Content words horror beauty
A

889 We have sent the ………….... To all (Choose the correct answer) call up invitations peon messenger B

890 Do you like …… Music  (Choose the correct answer) classical classic classy classed A

891

My grandfather worked really hard, …………..…. To save enough money to 

buy a house  (Choose the correct answer)

order so inspite so as
D

892

That was ……………...… meal I've ever eaten (Choose the correct answer) the more delicious the delicious most delicious the most delicious
D

893

You cannot be a doctor of medicine …………........… you have a degree in 

medicine  (Choose the correct answer)

unless but until or
A

894

I had to finish my project ……...... I stayed at home (Choose the 

correct answer)

because but so also
C

895

Janak ……….. The king of City Mithila. (Choose the correct answer) is has been had been was
D
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896

The teacher advised the students not to laugh ……………..... The physically 

challenged (Choose the correct answer)

on at of in
B

897

The police warned the people …………... Pickpockets (Choose the correct 

answer)

for against of at
B

898

I have already …………………. you everything I know about it (Choose the 

correct answer)

said told explained to repeated
C

899 A bird in the hand is worth ……..................(complete the proverb) one in the sky two in the bush two in the pocket two on the table B

900

The apple doesn't fall far from the ……...........................(complete the 

proverb)

river farm tree sky
C

901 Might is ……......................... (complete the proverb) tight right quiet flight B

902 An empty mind is ……... ….....................(complete the proverb) Gods house giant's office devil's workshop man's office C

903

Practice makes a man …………….......................  (complete the proverb) perfect idle angry handsome
A

904

A wise enemy is better than a/an …………...................... (complete the 

proverb)

foolish friend foolish relative wise son intelliegent father
A

905

Necessity is the ……………....................... (complete the proverb) father of earning brother of 

imagination

sister of crime mother of invention
D

906

A bad workman always blames his ……………................... (complete the 

proverb)

Tools Luck Fate none of these
A

907

Actions speak …………................ Than words (complete the proverb) loudest louder loud none of these
B

908

A fool and his money are soon ……………....................... (complete the 

proverb)

parted spent lost none of these
A

909

A journey of thousand miles begins with ….. ……...….(complete the proverb) Car Train a single step Aeroplane
C

910

All is well that ends ………………….................................. (complete the 

proverb)

early late slowly Well
D

911

All the glitters is not ……. ………..................................(complete the proverb) Gold Silver Platinum Diamond
A

912 All is fair in love and ……. …................…….(complete the proverb) sports war fight none of these B

913

An apple a day keeps the ……………….. …...away (complete the proverb) sick ill doctor lawyer
C

914 An empty vessel makes much ………………... (complete the proverb) noise loud silent none of these A

915 …….. .…..late than never (complete the proverb) best better come none of these B

916 Cleanliness is next to …… …………...…….(complete the proverb) worship Godliness goodness none of these B

917 Sound mind in a ………………...…body.(complete the proverb) healthy strong sound heavy C 

918

A kind of disease in a part of body that is caused by bacteria or a virus is 

…………….... (Choose the correct one word)

Sanitation Antiseptic Infection Disastrous
C
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919 A person who looks upon the bright side of life ……………….......... Innocent Optmist Pessimist Pacifist B

920 Knowledge (Choose the alternate word - Synonyms) Wicked Stupid Learning Intelliegence D

921 Optimistic   (Choose the alternate word - Synonyms) Hopeful Serious Sleepy Tidy A

922 Transperency (Choose the alternate word - Synonyms) Opacity Openness Spread Utility B

923 Elevated (Choose the alternate word - Synonyms) Strong High Right Deep B

924 Liberal (Choose the alternate word - Synonyms) Miserly Visionary Generous Imaginative C

925 Admire (Choose the alternate word - Synonyms) Mock Possess Insult Praise D

926 Rescue (Choose the alternate word - Synonyms) Peril Danger Ptifall Save D

927 Scheduled (Choose the alternate word - Synonyms) Expected Backward System Unseemly A

928 Destroy (Choose the opposite word- Antonyms) Finish create Ruin Raze B

929 Inferior ((Choose the opposite word - Antonyms) Superior Secondary Subsidiary Minor A

930 Trust (Choose the opposite word - Antonyms) Rely Real Doubt Faith C

931 Genuine (Choose the opposite word - Antonyms) Literal Exact Faithful Fake D

932 Idle (Choose the opposite word - Antonyms) Sluggish Static Torpid Active D

933 Generous (Choose the opposite word - Antonyms) Miserly Liberal Noble Lavish A

934 Moisture (Choose the opposite word - Antonyms) Wetness Dryness Dampness Sweat B

935 Living (Choose the opposite word - Antonyms) Lifeless Existence Persisting Livelihood A

936

……………………. you like to drink milk twice daily (Complete the sentence) When Does Do What
C

937

…………….......... should we go for vacation, once our exams are over? 

(Complete the sentence)

Where Whose What When
A

938

Deepti is not too good in her studies, …….……...........? (Complete the 

sentence)

is she isn't she aren't she are she
B

939

I think India will win today's match …………............. (Complete the sentence) do you didn't you did you Don't you
D

940

……..…. Dress should I wear for the party tonight? (Complete the sentence) How Who Which When
C

941

The boy was cured  …………........................ Typhoid (Complete the sentence) from of for through
A

942

He was sent to the prison for his …………..............…... (Complete the 

sentence)

vice sin crime guilt
C

943

As soon as he reached home  …………..............… to rain (Complete the 

sentence)

then it began it began when it began that it began
B

944

All arrangements have been made to ………............… the visit of students to 

the exhibition (Complete the sentence)

serve introduce proceed facilitate
D

945

As it was very dark in the room, he asked me to …………….........… the candle. 

(Complete the sentence)

put with light operate
C
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946

The mother was anxious ………..…   the safey of her son (Complete the 

sentence)

at for upon about
D

947 Flower (Find the plural) flows floweris flowers none of these C

948 Woman (Find the plural) Women Womens Womans Womanses A

949 Child (Find the plural) Child Childs Children Childrens C

950 Scissors (Find the plural) Scissor Scissors Scisen None B

951 Belief (Find the plural) Beliefs believe belives beliefings B

952 Thief (Find the plural) Thievs Thivee Thiefs Thieves D

953

One who goes on a journey to a holy place …………...(Choose the correct 

answer)

Tourist Follower Devotee Pilgrim
D

954

Lesson to be learnt from a story is ………….........….. (Choose the correct 

answer)

Subject Moral Heading Information
B

955

One who acts on behalf of an Organisation (Choose the correct answer) Celebrity Mediator Delegate None
C

956

Celebration of 100th year ………................…. (Choose the correct answer) Golden Diamond Silver Centenary
D

957

Persons living in next door …………..............…….. (Choose the correct answer) Neighbour Society Brother Colleageus
A

958

Land surronded by water is an …………………(Choose the correct answer) Coastline Delta Island Reef
C

959

One who cannot pay his debts ……………...........… (Choose the correct 

answer)

Debtor Glazier Inscrutable Insolvent
D

960

Life history written by oneself ……………….............… (Choose the correct 

answer)

History Autobiography Biography Novel
B

961

The person who works for free …………………............… (Choose the correct 

answer)

member Organiser Volunteer Servant
C

962

One who speaks two languages …………….........… (Choose the correct 

answer)

Bilingual Polylingual Polygamy Oligarchy
A

963

One who goes on foot …………………........…… (Choose the correct answer) Machination Pedestrian Transmigration Eccentric
B

964

People who work together………………............… (Choose the correct answer) Worker Superhuman Colleagues Expert
C

965

An assembly of listeners…………………................. (Choose the correct answer) Atheist Crowd Public Audience
D

966

One who is present everywhere ……………….....(Choose the correct answer) Ambigous Credulous Efferminate Omnipresent
D

967

He is very good …………………... making stories. (Choose the correct answer) in about at for
C
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968

I saw a ………………….... Cows in the field. (Choose the correct answer) group herd swarm flock
B

969

The grapes are ……………….… enough to be picked. (Choose the correct 

answer)

ripe ready mature advanced
A

970

Success in the exam depends ……………….... Hard work alone. (Choose the 

correct answer)

at over on for
C

971

My uncle decided to take ……………...… and my sister to market.    (Choose 

the correct answer)             

I mine myself me
D

972

Rohan and Rohit are twin brothers, but they do not look …………...…. 

(Choose the correct answer)

unique likley alike different
C

973

During Diwali the shops are ……………….. Of people. (Choose the correct 

answer)

busy full crowded bubbling
B

974

It ……………….... That Prashant will not be selected for this post. (Choose the 

correct answer)

feels looks believes seems
D

975 I haven't see you ……………..... A week. within since for from C

976

The car in which the Minister was travelling …………..… with an accident. 

(Choose the correct answer)

met drove hit crashed
A

977

Life is to death as pleasure is to…………………….... (Choose the correct answer) poverty pain suffering anguish
B

978

The machine is difficult to build ………………... Easy to maintain. (Choose the 

correct answer)

and for but if
C

979

If you work beyond your capacity, you will naturally feel ……………....(Choose 

the correct answer)

tired drowsy confident giddy
A

980 His Father-in-law …………….... Him up in business. put made set built C

981

If our friends are not able to take us in their car, we must make ……………..…. 

Arrangements to go to airport. (Choose the correct answer)

alternative another alternate possible

A

982

I don't really know how to ……………..… the problem. (Choose the correct 

answer)

cope tackle draw erase
B

983

A plane was forced to make an emergency landing after it was hit by a 

……………….…of birds. (Choose the correct answer)

group flock assembly swarm
B

984

You should ………………... down your expenditure. (Choose the correct 

answer)

low reduce deduce cut
D

985

He give a lecture in which he pointed ……......................… an error in the 

book. (Choose the correct answer)

by with out in
C

986

I usually have bread and butter for breakfast, but yesterday I …………..... 

Pasta.

have been had been have had
D
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987

Increasingly, post-graduates students are asked to become teaching 

assistants in order to ……………….. Undergraduates. (Choose the correct 

answer)

instruct drill inform teach

A

988

If everything goes according to ….. .………....., work will be complete in 

December. (Choose the correct answer)

timing time schedule lineup
C

989

The powers of the party are ……....… in several places in the Constitution. 

(Choose the correct answer)

enumarated numbered named counted
A

990

He decided to ……….......... His degree examination in order to get higher 

score .

redo rewrite reappear remake
B

991

The girl ran …………................... The field when she saw her father after long 

time.

in on along across
D

992 He has …… ………….his mind to join the army. make by made up made with made by B

993 Ability (Choose the corroect plural form) Abilitys Abilities abilties None B

994

I knew him by his likeness …………..…. To his father (Choose the correct 

Answer)

to with by on
A

995

A system is …….. …………..If it is easy for citizens to access and understand 

(Choose the correct Answer)

transparent lucid clear translucent
A

996

I would really ……….............. If you could help me out  (Choose the correct 

Answer)

respect value appreciate regard
C

997

A speed limit is the ……………..... Legal speed that you can travel on the road  

(Choose the correct Answer)

highest maximum biggest longest
B

998

Although he had no ……………...... Injuries, doctors found that he was 

suffering from internal bleeding (Choose the correct Answer)

outside outlying exterior external
D

999

I promise to …………………….... You in all circumstances (Choose the correct 

Answer)

stand upto stand with stand off stand by
B

1000

I am very much ……………….… to meet you  (Choose the correct Answer) delight to delight delighting delighted
D

1001

He has many friends but …………….… are goods one  (Choose the correct 

Answer)

a few few the few the most
B

1002

The lion sprang …….......................…. The buffaloes  (Choose the correct 

Answer)

at in upon on
C

1003 He ………………... In India (Choose the correct Answer) live lives is living living B

1004

He wrote back to us that the auction sale …………..……. Place the previous 

week. (Choose the related word)

has taken was taken had taken none of this
C

1005

I …………………... my pen last week. Can I borrow yours? (Choose the related 

word)

bought found loose lost
D

1006

The baby stopped ………………….…. When she gave him some milk (Choose 

the related word)

cry crying to cry none of this
B
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1007

Take some cash ……………….…. You need it (Choose the related word) whether so that if you in case
D

1008 Where …………….…. Last year? (Choose the related word) do yo go did you go did you went none of this B

1009

June offers …………...........…. Of the year, that is great!  (Choose the related 

word)

the longest days the most long days the days longest none of this
A

1010

I …………….... Your sister in the super market yesterday (Choose the related 

word)

saw see watch none of this
A

1011

A young chid ………….... To sleep ten to twelve hours, and a teenager about 

nine hours (Choose the related word)

should ought must none of this
B

1012

A warm drink sometimes helps people to sleep, ……………...…. It is not good 

idea to drink coffee immediately before going to bed.

as although even none of this
B

1013 He would like to be more ……………………….. Dependent careful Independent casual C

1014 I need some ………………….… to cook dinner. vegetables fruits curd none of this A

1015 Is Buckingham Palace ……………….… as Edinburgh castle? is as big big as big none of this A

1016 That painting is ………………….... excellent beautifaul marvellous none of this C

1017

He has …………….........… people visiting him at his house because he fears it 

will cause discomfort to neighbours.  (Choose the correct answer)

curtailed requested stopped warned

C

1018

The ……………............ Of private limited companies is in the hands of 

Directors. (Choose the correct answer)

managers administrators department management
D

1019

Ram the prince of Ayodhya  …………………............ his siblings. (Choose the 

correct answer)

adorned adored endangered vitiated
B

1020

The ……………..…of the State is efficient. (Choose the correct answer) administration democracy policy autocracy
A

1021

A wise person is one who learns from his ………………... (Choose the correct 

answer)

errors mistakes lies bad manners
B

1022

Many companies ask their employees to sign a ……………... of secrecy. 

(Choose the correct answer)

agreement espionage bondage bond
D

1023

Before the …………...…  of Europeans in India, India was a free country. 

(Choose the correct answer)

amalgamation emigration advent entry
C

1024

Some of the luggage ……………... not yet arrived. (Choose the correct answer) has have is are
A

1025

………………................. You apologize, I shall punish you. (Choose the correct 

answer)

until unless till none of these
B

1026

The student's aren't prepared …………....................... The examination. 

(Choose the correct answer)

to give to listen to work to take
D

1027

The ship with all its crew ………......................….. Lost after the terrible 

storm. (Choose the correct answer)

were has was have 
C
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1028

Most of the Committee members …….................. In favour of the 

……….............. of a new dam in that village. (Choose the correct answer)

was,  building are, proposing were, construction still, breaking

C

1029

She …………............ To learn basic German as she will be ……………............ For 

Germany next week. (Choose the correct answer)

likes, reaching wants, leaving intends,   visiting tries, touring

B

1030

As soon as she ……………......... the branch office, she was asked to 

…………….......…. to the head office immediately. (Choose the correct answer)

came, go went, attend reached, report found, look

C

1031

Please don't ……………….. when I am talking. (Choose the correct answer) disrupt interface disturb interrupt
D

1032

The artist had to ……………... A lot before …………... recognized for his talent. 

(Choose the correct answer)

struggle, being toil, he practice, performing effort, he was
A

1033 New York is …………….... Large city (Choose the correct article) a an the none A

1034

She wants to become ……………….... Engineer. (Choose the correct answer) a sn the none
B

1035

When the Principal is entered the class room, a student …………………. on the 

black board. (Choose the correct answer)

wrote was writing writes is writing
B

1036

My grand father will come here ………………….... A week (Choose the correct 

prepositions).

with before at within
D 

1037

I shall meet you …………………….. 6 o' clock. (Choose the correct answer) at by in during
A

1038

I am interested ………………….… reading novels. (Choose the correct answer) by on in at
C

1039 Don't point ………………... My mistakes. (Choose the correct answer) out in at for A

1040 What are you looking …………………… (Choose the correct answer) on against in for D 

1041 I am angry ……………….... My sister. (Choose the correct answer) for with to at B

1042

Waiting for a bus is …………...…… experience. (Choose the correct answer) kills kill killing is killing
C

1043

Suganya is not capable of …………….........….. Work. (Choose the correct 

answer)

do doing tobe doing to be done
B

1044 I prefer ……….…….......... By air. (Choose the correct answer) to be going to gone going to going C

1045

Without the advise of the Doctors …………............. Medicines is dangerous. 

(Choose the correct answer)

taking to takes takes is taking
A

1046

The boys were punished for ………….................. Late. (Choose the correct 

answer)

came to come to coming coming
D 

1047

……………................. To many places enriches our knowledge.(Choose the 

correct answer)

travel to travel travelled travelling
D 


